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II. IN'T'RODUCTION AND SUMMARY
This	 is	 .	 second	 quarterly progress	 report on a	 study entitled "Inves-
tigation and Developmr.nt of New Concepts 	 for	 Improvement of Aircraft	 Electrical
Power Systems,"	 funded by NASA Electronics Research Center,
	 Cambridge,
Massachusetts,	 Contract No.	 NAS	 12-659.
1.1	 OBJECTIVE AND METHOD OF APPROACH
The study objective	 is	 to formulate a philosophy for devising optimum
electrical	 power systems for advanced aircraft. 	 The philosophy	 recommended
will	 consider	 improvements	 in	 reliability,	 safety,	 weight,	 size,	 and other
factors	 that would	 result	 in	 increased	 revenue for	 transport	 aircraft;	 it will
apply, modify,	 and extend advances	 in space power technology and related fields.
The entire aircraft electric power 	 system,	 including generation, 	 conversion,
distribution,
	
and utilization equipment will 	 be	 subject	 to a	 complete
	 review
in accordance with	 the above objective,	 independent of traditional 	 400-Hz air-
craft power	 technology.
I
	
	
The study is oriented primarily toward the relative merits of various
power system concepts. To accomplish this it is necessary to establish the
approximate performance capabilities of the individual components so that they
A can be used collectively to indicate system performance. Consequently, the
performance data in this report are representative rather than detailed com-
ponent performance predictions.
The study information has been divided into three categories:
•	 Equipment in use whose performance primarily reflects technology
existing at the time of i ts design (present large subsconic
transports were designed in the late 1950 1 s; the small subsonic
transports in the early 19601s)
•	 Equipment that can be designed with current technology and has not
yet been used	 in aircraft
•	 Equipment that can be predicted with technology anticipated for
1980	 to	 1985.
MeaningfL.l	 presentation of the information from this study requires the
applic;:tion of anticipated component performance data to the various system
configurations to arrive at relative system performance. 	 A baseline system
configuration	 (described	 in the first quarterly	 report) typical of existing
large subsonic aircraft has been used as a reference point with which to com-
pare the candidate systems.
11
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Information presently available is primarily on the relative weights of
the candidate systems; relative performance, reliability, maintainability,
cost, etc., should be further defined later in the study.
In this quarterly report, the information presented is wrifined to that
associated with equipment actually in use and equipment as represented by
current technology (with the exception of the brushless do motor).
The anticipated output of this study program will be the documentation of
a philosophy for devising optimum aircraft electrical systems and the selection
and description of candidate configurations for future aircraft electrical
power systems. The performance (weight, reliability, size, maintainability,
safety, etc.,) of the candidate systems will be compared. 	 In addition, signi-
ficant technological problems applicable to selection of the most promising
candidate system will be discussed.
1.2 STUDY TASKS
To facilitate understanding the scope of the study, the major program
tasks are listed below:
(a) Conduct an industry and literature survey on present day practice
and state of the art in aircraft electric power generation, trans-
formation, distribution, and utilization including present and
projected electric loads on aircraft.
(b) Optimize the methods to supply electric power to the various loads
to suit their inherent functional mechanism.
(c) Compile the necessary parametric information for the power system
components on physical size, weight_ and performance for the given
power levels vs power system configuration, voltage, and frequency.
This information will be based on the present state of the art
of system component technology.
(d) Investigate application of new materials such as exotic magnetic
materials, new insulation materials, unconventional conductor
materials, etc for critical electrical system components.
(e) Investigate new system component concepts for application to
aircraft in the sense of the objectives of this program.
(f) Review and analyze the preferable power system heat transfer
technique.
(g) Specify the techniques and displays required such as failure pre-
diction, detection and compensation, efficient energy management,
and data monitoring for the acquisition and characterization of
the electric power system.
r
i
r	 w
(h)	 Investigate power system component	 reliability and	 its	 tradeoff
against component cost and weight.
(i)	 Investigate component maintainability and 	 its	 tradeoff against
component cost and weight.
(j)	 Survey and determine the static and dynamic power 	 requirements	 for
present hydraulic and pneumatic powered 	 loads and establish the
tradeoff	 criteria	 in	 the	 selection and application of electric or
combined electric-hydraulic and electric-pneumatic power subsystems
for that purpose.
(k)	 Determine	 the	 relative weight of factors	 that determine the "effect-
iveness"	 of the electric power system
	 in the sense of program
objectives.
(1)	 Formulate a philosophy of aircraft electric power
	 system design
consistent with the objectives 	 stated above.
(m)	 Devise and analyze power system candidates with
	 inclusion of system
design and optimization.	 Provide complete power system diagrams
and descriptions.
(n)	 Identify the significant research and technology problems associated
with achieving the most promising candidate electric power 	 systems.
1.3
	 PROGRESS TO DATE
The projected and actual expenditures for the program are shown 	 in Figure
1-1.	 The	 literature survey	 and data	 collection will	 continue throughout 	 the
program.	 Additions	 to	 the bibliography	 during	 this quarter are presented 	 in
Appendix A.	 Data collection efforts are summarized	 in Appendix B.
1.3.1	 WorkFirst Quarter
During the	 first quarter,	 existing	 literature was	 surveyed to establish
the state of the art and trends	 in system design.	 Trip: were made to major
airframe companies	 to obtain data on 	 the electric power systems of existing
or planned aircraft. 	 This data was needed to establish configuration and
design	 requirements	 for typical	 current electrical	 power systems.	 The work
on electrical	 load analysis,	 presented	 in greater detail	 in	 this progress
report,	 consisted of a preliminary classification of the electrical 	 loads,
a presentation of parametric data on both constant and wild frequency
electric motors, and a preliminary tabulation of the weight reduction
obtainable at various system frequencies.
I
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1.3.2	 Second Quarter Work
' The electrical	 load analysis was	 continued	 in	 the second quarter.	 Section 2
presents a more extensive classification of electric	 loads and a	 typical	 load
profile.	 The parametric data of aircraft utilization components are divided
l^ into	 three groups;
(a)	 Existing aircraft
	
utilization	 components--These	 include	 induction
' motors and gearboxes.
(b)	 Current	 technology utilization components 	 to be applied	 to aircraft--
These	 include	 induction motors with exotic materials, wild	 frequency
motors,	 Rice synchronous motors,	 and brushless do motors.
(c)	 Utilization	 components with
	
future	 technology--This
	
includes
	
the
advanced brushless do motor.
A	 listing of utilization weights as a	 function of
	
system frequency
	 is presented
at	 the end of Section 2.
Because many aircraft	 loads are presenLly serviced by hydraulic or pneu-
matic power,	 the design criteria and performance cdpabilities of both the
hydraulic and pneumatic.systems have been surveyed 	 in Section 3.	 The survey
indicates
	
that	 the major hydraulic	 loads	 are flight	 controls,	 landing gear,
brakes,	 and thrust	 reversers.	 It also	 indicates	 that for	 reasonable distances
between the power source and the
	
load,	 a hydraulic system can provide the 	 load
power for a lower weight than can the electric system.
Possible methods of generating electric power are discussed	 in Section 4.
The established existing generation system
	 is	 the constant speed constant
frequency (CSCF) system.
	 Current	 technology systems under development are
variable speed constant frequency
	 (VSCF),
	
rotating	 inverter	 (which uses two
rotating machines	 to provide the	 required power),
	
and high voltage do systems.
Analysis	 indicates	 that the more advanced generating concepts can offer per-
formance advantages	 in comparison to the present CSCF systems while still
remaining weight competitive. 	 The cycloconverter VSCF system,
	
tentatively
selected	 for use on
	 the SST,
	
appears
	 to be particularly attractive; 	 another
possibility	 is	 the	 Learverter	 system,	 although	 information on	 it	 is	 limited.
Both ac and do power conversion techniques are considered and compared in
Section 5. Parametric weight data are presented for the various possible
techniques. Selection of an optimum conversion system cannot be made without
system optimization since the type of conversion equipment is dependent upon
the load location and type, and the generating equipment output.
Section 6 presents preliminary work on power distribution design con-
siderations; safety, corona, and freque'lcy are included. Effects of voltage
frequency on wiring weight are also considered.
aawnETB AIRESEARCH MANUF.SCTURINGCOMPANY	 68 -4176(2)
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1.4 WORK FOR THE NEXT REPORTING PERIOD
The study in the first two quarters has considered the present aircraft
electrical system and its limitations, and the parametric data of aircraft
electrical components. The effort in the next two quarters will be devoted
to the main objective of this study program -- investigation and development
of new concepts for improvment of aircraft electrical systems.
The work to be performed during the third reporting period will include:
•	 Completion of distribution system studies
•	 Initiation of integrated data system study
0	 Survey of electrical system heat transfer methods
•	 Reliability assessment of electrical system
'	 •	 Generation of possible system configurations
The distribution system study will develop schematics for use in evaluating
the distribution system. The load locations assumed will be based on typical
present-day aircraft electric load locations. Next a series of component-
oriented studies on the use of solid-state devices for switching and control,
system protection and coordination, signal processing of power control, energy
'	 management, and signal multiplexing will be performed. 	 Study results will
form a basis for the evaluation of the distribution schemes.
r
The integrated data system study
fcr obtaining and presenting electric
crew and maintenance crew. Important
failure prediction, detection, and col
techniques; information annunciation;
maintenance.
will present ali evaluation of methods
power system information to the flight
considerations in this study will be
npensation; sensor and data monitoring
and data processing from ground
The electrical system heat transfer study will be a secondary effort to
further investigate methods of equipment cooling. Preliminary information
presented in this report, however, indicates that present cooling concepts
will probably continue to be used.
The reliability assessment will study areas of potential reliability
improvement, methods of reliability analysis, and effects of redundancy and
degraded operating modes.
The synthesis of new electric systems concepts based on the parametric
subsystem and component information developed earlier in the study will
represent a major portion of the third quarter work. Initially the concepts
will be defined in overall; later definition will be directed towards the
most promising configurations.
I
I
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2.	 POWER UTILIZATION
2.1
	 INTRODUCTION
In	 the	 first quarterly	 report	 the electrical	 loads or utilization equip-
ment were classified according to the end use of the power,
	 the trends of
loads	 in	 future aircraft were examined,	 possible	 sources of weight reduction
were analyzed, weight vs speed and power data on constant frequency and wild
frequency motors were presented, 	 and the effects of ^^°uch factors on the weight
of electrical	 power	 systems on existing aircraft weye discussed.
The material presented in this second report^ing period elaborates upon
the above
	 items.	 The electric	 loads classificatl"on
	 is further detailed,
i avionic design trends are analyzed,
	
and power quality requirements are
examined.	 Weight vs speed and power data on Oduction motors (both constant
and wild frequency),	 Rice synchronous motors, and brushless do motors were
darived and gearbox weight vs reduction ratio data were obtained. 	 The effect
of system frequency on utilization equipmev t weight is considered in detail.
The combination of material	 in both/ reports	 includes parametric data
necessary for	 later system synthesis an	 parametric design	 studies.	 These
studies will	 consider ac and do systel^s, 	 various voltage	 levels,	 and ac
systems with various frequency level.
/presentedinformation	 in	 this	 section	 i	 in	 the	 following order:
•	 Utilization equipment de/si gn approach - Describes	 design philosophy
and	 evaluation criteri7i
	
used	 for	 aircraft	 utilization equipment;
r
.
examines trends	 in av(onic equipment designs;	 considers the power
quality	 requirement	 and motor cooling
•	 Parametric data of •existing aircraft utilization components - Gives
load profile and power breakdowns of a typical	 subsonic aircraft;
compiles parametric data on weight vs frequency 	 and speed for
induction motors and gearboxes
•	 Parametric data of aircraft utilization components that can be
designed with current	 technology - Discusses weight penalty of the
induction motor designed for wild frequency operation;	 derives
parametric curves of weight vs speed and power for Rice synchronous
motor and brushless do motor based on current technology
•	 Parametric data ofaircraft utilization components that can be predicted
°• for future technology - Derives weight 	 information of the brushless
do motor extrapolated for 1988 technology
1s
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Weight vs system frequency - Tabulates the weight of the utilization
equipment for various system frequencies
Selection of an optimum electrical power system necessitates consid-
eration of a group of separate utilization equipment designs, each optimized
for different interface requirements with the distribution system. The
resulting set of designs would represent utilization equipment designed for
several different do systems each at different voltage levels, and a number
of ac systems with different frequencies and voltages. When only the utiliza-
tion equipment is considered, one of these interfaces (power type, voltage
level) would clearly result in a utilization equipment design of minimum
weight. However, for the entire electrical system, such an interface might
place an excessive weight, reliability, or maintainability penalty on either
the distribution or generation equipment. Therefore, to obtain the optimum
system (as opposed to a portion of the system), the designs of the generation,
distribution, and utilization equipment for each of the interfaces must be
combined and compared.
2,2 UTILIZATION EQUIPMENT DESIGN APPROACH
2.2.1
	 Integration of Utilization, Distribution, and Generation Subsystems Design
The design goal for commercial aircraft in general is an optimum combina-
tion (based on an incentive program) of system weight, dispatch reliability,
and utilization time. The requirement of incentive for maximum return on
invested dollar has led to the use of economic penalty values in design. These
values will vary considerably for identical aircraft according to the method
used by the manufacturer to obtain data.
	
•	 Supersonic transports
$300 to $700/lb of dead weight
$12,000/hr of flight delay
	
o	 Subsonic transports
$160/lb of dead weight
$6000/hr of flight delay
Within this design philosophy, the electrical utilization equipment would
ideally be composed of simple, reliable and durable designs of relatively light
	
weight.	 However, such a concept might place a weight or reliability penalty
on either the generating or distribution equipment. Consequently, the entire
electrical system must be considered in the optimization process. The system
can be divided into the three major segments with interfaces between each.
The utilization equipment has no direct interface with the generating portion
of the system; its interface with the distribution equipment can be expressed
in terms of the following variables:
	
•	 Power type - either ac or dc; for ac the frequency must also be
stated
F
r•	 Voltage level
•	 Quality specification - variation in voltage or frequency
In turn, the interface of the distribution equipment with the utilization
equipment is as follows:
•	 Total power required and quality of the individual loads
•	 Location of the loads
•	 Load profile
2.2.2 Avionics Trends
The amount of power consumed by the avionics equipment in an aircraft
is only a small portio: of the total electrical demand. However, this installa-
tion is one of the most important in the aircraft and its integrity can directly
affect the aircraft safety.
The various avionics equipment required by a large advanced type of
aircraft, together with their approximate weight and power requirements, are
given in Table 2-I. As the next generation aircraft is coming into existence,
the ,aumbe.r arid complexity of the avionics equipment are expected to increase
in order to meet increased performance demands. Thus, higher system and
component reliability, reduced weight, and improved maintenance are necessary.
The avionics equipment utilizes mainly do power. 	 If ac power is the
input to the equipment, it is converted to do internally. Only a small
fraction of ac is used directly to supply synchros and resolvers. To supply
most avionics loads, 400-Hz ac is used because of its better regulation
characteristic. Unless some new devices are developed for ac operation, do
will continue to be the only type of power needed in avionics equipment in
the future. The present trend indicates that synchros and resolvers will be
replaced by do digital or analog devices. Synthros have the following dis-
advantages for position sensing:	 (1) need angular position form of information,
(2) do not lend themselves to electronics types of equipment, (3) require
precise power with regard to frequency and waveform, (4) have brushes, (5) are
heavy, and (6) require more wiring.
Some of the avionics equipment do not require regulated power. Those
that need regulation are designed for ±I percent voltage variation, free from
transient excursions. This refined power is obtained by an additional regulator
built inside the avionics package. On some occasions, capacitors are also
provided to fill-in energy during voltage dips. Digital computers cannot
tolerate power interruptions. A short duration power discontinuity for the
automatic landing system while the aircraft is approaching the runway could
be disastrous.
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TABLE 2-1
AVIONIC LOADS IN A LARGE ADVANCED TYPE OF AIRCRAFT
Name Input Power Power, va
Weight,
lb
Automatic Direction Finder Ac and do 47 103
Transponder Dc 73 56
VOR/LOC/ES Ac and do 66 195
Distance Measuring Equipment Dc 90 99
VHF Communication Ac and do 240 121
Radio Altimeter Dc 91 93
Marker Beacon Dd 22 18
Audio and Public Address	 System Dc 282 89
Voice Recorder Ac and do 41 25
HF Communication Ac and do 1580 319
Selective Calling System Ac and do 57 It
Air Data Computer Ac and do 130 58
Intercom Dc 18 63
Weather Radar System Ac and do 580 166
Navigation Radar Ac and do 310 255
Msc Communication Equipment Ac and do 90
Racks,
	
Supports and Cooling 900
r
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One avionics manufacturer revealed that additional regulation inside
the electronics package is necessary mainly because of the poor ground power
characteristics. This indicates that some of the avionics devices are unjusti-
fiably penalized because of the poor ground checkout equipment. This seems
worth a detailed investigation and study.
Avionics equipment (including electronic controls and instrumentation)
accounts for a large percentage of the weight or volume of the utilization
equipment.	 Conversion into microelectronics and/or large-scale integration
will reduce the total avionics weight by at least one half. The reduction
in volume will be even larger.
	 Signal multiplexing is another source of
weight reduction; large amounts of signal wiring for control, data display,
and processing are eliminated.
2.2.3 Power-Quality Requirements
Most electrical loads in an airplane do not require good quality input
power. Heating loads are insensitive to input waveform and voltage transients
and are independent of input frequency. The heat output is proportional to the
square of the input voltage; however, the voltage need not be closely regulated.
Many authors have stated that harmonics in the applied voltage (time
harmonics) have little effect on electric motor performance. Electric motors
normally are not designed with high magnetic saturation. A slight increase in
applied voltage does not result in excessive magnetizing current. When the
applied voltage decreases, the motor usually draws more current. However, since
motor heat generation is not very critical, electrical motors can usually
tolerate relatively large steady-state and transient voltage and frequency
excursions.
Lighting loads can also tolerate poor quality power. The light output
is affected by the applied voltage, but this is not critical.
Many of the electronic loads can also operate with poor quality power.
The most delicate avionics equipment requires a ±I percent input do voltage
free from transients.
2.2.4 Motor Cooling
With the increased speed of advanced aircraft, ram air temperature will
approach 500 0 f. Such a temperature is not suitable for cooling the motor,
and consequently, sevEral alternate methods have been considered.
Small cryogenic refrigeration units could be used, but current airborne
cryogenic refrigerators (used primarily for infrared detectors on military
aircraft) weigh 4 to 6 lb/w of cooling (at liquid nitrogen temperatures) and
require a power input of 200 to 250 w per watt of refrigeration. Performance can
be significantly improved by using larger refrigerators OR detector refrigera-
tors are usually less than 5 w), thus would require pipelines between the
refrigerator and the loads that are located throughout the aircraft. The vacuum
insulated piping normally used for transfer of cryogenic fluids is heavy and
t
Gen	 ration equipment 701 lb (6.4 percent)
Distribution equipment 3,270 lb (29.6 percent)
Utilization	 equipment 7,067 lb (64.0 percent)
Flight	 control 308 lb
Starting system 122 lb
Fuel	 system 232 lb.
Lighting 619 lb
Deicing and miscellaneous 	 275 lb
heating
Air	 conditioning 235 Ib
Avionics 1,837 lb
Instrumentation
Fire protection
1,261
102
lb
lb
Pneumatic power system 50 lb
Hydraulic	 system 133 lb
Galley and	 lavatories 1,750 lb
Water and waste 64 lb
Total	 electrical	 equipment equipment weight 11,038 lb (100 percent)
has demonstrated a poor reliability under the best of operating conditions.
Therefore, cryogenic cooling of aircraft utilization equipment will not be
feasible: for many years.
The use of cabin exhaust air to cool the electronics and many of the other
loads is a promising alternative. Modern aircraft have pressurized cabins in
which outside air is conditioned and blown throughout the passenger compartments.
Usually this airflow represents about 8 to 15 cabin air changes per hour.
Existing subsonic passenger planes exhaust this air directly to ambient; how-
ever, the SST will use the air to cool the electronics and some of the motors
before exhausting it.	 Such a concept fully utilizes the cabin airflow without
placing additional cooling demands on the aircraft air conditioning system.
Transmitting air to motors located in the wings or tail (remote from the
pressurized portion of the plane) appears unfeasible because of the weight
penalties associated with the ducting and fans necessary to move the airflow.
For the SST, the design concept is to cool all of the electrically driven fuel
pumps with the fuel itself, and to use fuel in combination with cabin exhaust
.,ij to assist in cooling the generators.
	 Hydraulic components are used to
meet drive requirements for slats, flaps, elevators, and other aircraft
control surfaces whose drives are located in the ambirle'.
In summary, it appears that the cooling for the electric loads will be by
cabin exhaust air or fuel. Loads remote from either of these two cooling
sources will be cooled by radiation.
2.3 PARAMETRIC DATA OF EXISTING AIRCRAFT UTILIZATION COMPONENTS
2.3.1 Electrical_ Load and Equipment of a Large Subsonic Aircraft
To illustrate the type of loads in a typical aircraft, the connected
loads of a large subsonic aircraft are given in Table 2-2.
The weights of the electrical equipment in this airplane are as follows:
f
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The weight of the utilization equipment includes the supporting structure,
the load it drive-,, and all axuiliaries weights that are dependent on the
electromagnetic weight of the equipment.
TABLE 2-2
TYPICAL AIRCRAFT LOADS
Essential Nonessential
Total	 (Essential
and Nonessential)
Percent Percent Percent
of Total of Taal of Total
Connected Connected Connected
Type of Load KVA Load KVA Load KVA Load
Motor 58.2 28.5 54.9 26.8 113.1 55.1
Heating 6.9 3.4 43.7 21.4 50.6 24.7
Lighting 7.9 3.9 15.9 7.8 23.8 12.7
Electronic 6.8 3.3 0 0 6.8 3.3
Relays,	 Instruments 2.6 1.3 1.4 0.7 4.0 1.4
and Miscellaneous
T-R Units 5.8 2.8 0.1 0.1 5.9 2.8
Total* 88.2 43.2 116.0 56.8 204.2 100.0
*Algebraic addition assumed equal power factor on individual loads
A more detailed breakdown of the above loads is given in Appendix C.
A load profile of this aircraft is given in Table 2-3 and is plotted in
Figure 2-1.
2.3.2 Induction Motor
2.3.2.1 Constant Frequency Operation
For the first quarterly progress report, weight information was obtained
on a large number of aircraft electric motors, and the average pounds per
horsepower vs horsepower relationship was plotted (Figure 6-2, page 6-8, of
that report). The average pounds per horsepower vs speed was also obtained
and plotted for various horsepower ratings (Figure 6-4, page 6-10, of the
first progress report). Since the slopes of the curves in that figure were
relatively constant, they were comb.i.ned for approximation purposes as shown
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in this report in Figure 2-2. The portion of the curve beyond 24,000 rpm is
an extrapolation; it was verified by making design calculations of two 1000-Hz,
5-hp motors with the following estimated weights;
2-pole; 60,000 syn rpm motor = 5 lb
6-pole; 20,000 syn rpm motor = 9 lb
Weight ratio = 9/5 = 1.8 lb
Ratio of relative weight from Figure 2-2	 4.8/2.6 or 1.85
Figure 2-2 gives the relative weight of induction motors at constant
operation frequency and various speeds resulting from the different number of
poles. Figure 2-3 gives the relative weight where the various speeds are
obtained by differences in the operating frequency. The slope of the curve
in Fibre 2-3 .is expected t,) be smaller than that in Figure 2-2 because the
motor weight reduction from a speed increase due to an increased frequency is
less than that due to a decreased number of poles. Comparing a 400-Hz, 4-pole
12,000-rprn induction motor with a 800-Hz, 8-pole, 12,000-rpm induction motor
of the same horsepower rating, the 800-Hz motor would be slightly heavier than
the 400-Hz motor due to the slightly less working flux density used to avoid
excessive core losses at higher frequency.
Tn Figure 2-3, points A, B, and C are obtained from the weights of the
following three AiResearch high-frequency motors.
A. AiResearch 3200-H-^; 5-hp; 6-pole; 60,000-rpm induction motor. Motor
weight = 5.2 lb; specific weight = 1.04 lb/hp. 	 From the curve in
Figure 6-2 of the f :st quarterly report, the specific weight of a
5-hp, 400-Hz, 6-pole motor is 2.6 lb/hp; relative weight is therefore
1.04/2.6 or 0.40.
B. AiResearch 3000-Hz; 0.47-hp; 2-pole; 175,000-rpm induction motor.
Motor weight = 0.86 lb; specific weight = 0.86/0.47 = 1.7 lb/hp.
From Figure 6-2 of the first quarterly progress report, the specific
weight of a 400-Hz, 2-pole, 0.5-Hz motor is 3.7 lb/hp; relative
weight is therefore 1.7/3.7 or 0.46.
C. AiResearch 1500-Hz; 5.4-hp; 2-pole; 90,000-rpm induction motor
(motor weight = 6 lb; specific weight = 6/5.4 = 1.1 1b/hp). 	 From
Figure 6-2 of the first quarterly report, specific weight of 400-Hz,
5-hp, 2-pole motor is 1.6 lb/hp; relative weight is 1.1/1.6 or 0.69.
Points D and E are obtained from unpublished design data on high frequency
induction motors produced by a major motor manufacturer.
r
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Figure 2-2. Average Relative Weight of Induction Motors vs Frequency
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In building the motors described above in (b) and (c), minimum weight
was not the most important consideration. It is estimated that these motors
can be made 10 to 20 percent lighter and still have reasonable output perfor-
mance. The curve is Figure 2-3 is plotted with this consideration. The
relative slopes of the curves in Figures 2-2 and 2-3 represent approximately
10 percent reduction in working flux density in a motor as the frequency
doubles, which corresponds to common !Design practice.
Figures 2-2 and 2-3 are for ac induction motors compatible with present
airplane motor requirements. They represent current production (silicon-steel
laminations and insulation operating at 220°C). The curves represent typical
or average cases; the weight of a motor with given horsepower, speed, and
frequency can vary considerably depending on its efficiency, power factor,
overload capability, ambient conditions, class of insulation, and other factors.
2.3.2.2 Wild Frequency Operation
The induction motors in existing aircraft will not properly satisfy the
lcad requirements if wild frequency power is input to the motor. This is
illustrated in Figure 2-4a.
	
When a 400-Hz induction motor driving an axial-
flow fan is supplied by wild frequency power (400 to 800 Hz at constant voltage),
the relative capabilities of the motor and load are as given in Table 2-4.
The fan torque increases approximately as the square of the speed; consequently,
at 800 Hz the fan power is 8 times that at 400 Hz. Although this obviously
generates excess airflow across the fan, use of a smaller fan would result in
insufficient throughflow at 400 Hz. Since the magnetic flux at 800 Hz is half
that at 400 Hz for the motor,the developed torque (which is proportional to
the square of the flux) at 800 Hz is only 25 percent of that at 400 Hz. While
satisfactory operation is obtained at point A of Figure 2-4a (400 Hz), at
800 Hz input, the motor output speed and torque are reduced to that at point B.
TABLE 2-4
MOTOR LOAD REQUIREMENTS ^:T WILD FREQUENCY
(2;1) OPERATION OF AN AXIAL-FLOW FAN
Torque/Power of an Axial-Flow Fan
Input Power
400 Hz 800 Hz
Relative fan torque 1 4
Relative fan power 1 8
Relative motor torque 1 0,25
Relative motor power 1 0.50
A
--I
MOTOR TORQUE SPEED
CURVE AT 400 Hz
LOAD TORQUE
' TORQUE
i
S
rz~
TORQUE
i
1
i
/	 MOTOR TORQUE-SPEED
A	 CURVE AT 800 Hz
(SAME VOLTAGE AS AT
400 Hz)
B
a. WITH MOTOR DESIGNED FOR CONSTANT FREQUENCY OPERATION
MOTOR TORQUE SPEED
CURVE AT 400 Hz
LOAD TORQUE/
C
A	
LOAD TORQUE
b. WITH MOTOR DESIGNED FOR WILD FREQUENCY OPERATION
5-48350
Figure 2-4. Induction Motor with Wild Frequency Input
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Since the power output from the motor at 800-Hz input is insufficient
for the fan to create the necessary airflow,a larger motor with a new design
point must be used. This is illustrated by Figure 2-4(b). The motor must be
designed for point B, or if the load torque curve crossed the intersection of
the 400 and 800-11z torque curves for the motor, then the motor can be designed
for point C. Either point will cause the motors to have a power rating several
times that of the current constant frequency 400-Hz motor. Thus, operation
of loads with wild frequency power will cause an increase in utilization equip-
ment weight and in generation equipment: weight (because of increased power
consumption) -
2.3.3 Gearbox Weight Estimate
Although the weight of the electric motor can be reduced by increasing
the operating frequency, the high output speed of the motor may not be suitable
to drive the load directly, and a gearbox may be required. In optimizing the
operating frequency for a certain drive, the total weight of the package
including motor, gearbox, load, and supporting structure should be considered.
A method of estimating the gearbox weight developed by D.W. Dudley for single
stage gearing used in current production is given below.
According to Dudley, gear weight is a function of the Q-factor defined as:
(N + 1)3
Q R	 N
where Hp = horsepower transmitted
R = pinion rpm
I
N = gear ratio
Since the pinion rpm is N times the output rpm,
Hp (N + 1)3
Q = 
R 	 N2
where Ro = gearbox output rpm
Gearset weight is also a function of the K-factor which is an index for
measuring the intensity of tooth loads. A curve relating L.he Q-factor and the
gearset weight for a K-factor of 500 is extrapolated from Dudley's book
"Practical Gear Design" and is shown in Figure 2-5. This curve can be repre-
M	 sented by the equation:
W	 = 192 Q0.807
'	 gea r
C
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0.807 (N + 1)3 0.807
= 19 2 \ 
R  /	 __T_
Assume that a certain load must be driven at 6000 rpm. The weight of a
400-Hz, 8-pole, 6000-rpm motor is the reference. Then the combined weight of
a higher speed motor and a reduction gear is shown in Figure 2-6. The higher
speed motor has also 8 poles, but is supplied by higher operating frequency.
Similar relative weights for output speeds of 8,000; 12,000; and 24,000 rpm
are shown in Figures 2-7, 2-8, and 2-9, respectively. These figures are
based on the motor weight vs frequency curve given in Figure 2-3; they show
how increased motor speed reduces weight even if gears are added to maintain
the same output speed.
2.4 PARAMETRIC DATA OF AIRCRAFT UTILIZATION COMPONENTS THAT CAN BE DESIGNED
WITH CURRENT TECHNOLOGY
2.4.1	 Induction Motor
2.4.1.1	 Constant Frequency Operation
The weight of induction machines can be reduced by using magnetic lamin-
ations with higher saturation and insulation material which can stand higher
temperature. Table 2-5 shows the comparison of some of the high saturation
magnetic laminations with the conventional silicon steel sheets.
TABLE 2-5
PROPERTIES OF MAGNETIC LAMINATIONS
f
i
Lamination
Density
lb/in. 3
Curie
Temp
OF
Specific
Heat
Btu/lb O F
Max Operation
Density,	 Bm
6 mil	 lam 400 Hz
Kilogauss720F 500OF
Cubex (doubly 0.28 1350 0.11 0.15 18
oriented)
Hiper	 , 27 0.29 1700 0.1 0.1 22
Hiperco 50 0.30 1700 0.1 0.1 22
Supermendur 0.30 1700 0.1 0.1 22
3 percent 0.28 1350 0.11 0.15 15
Silicon	 Steel
m 10
x
w3
1.0
0.001
100
POE
500 K- FACTOR
EXTRAPOLATED
FROM FIG 2-10
PRACTICAL GEAR DESIGN
BY D.W.
	
DUDLEY
lilt
dr
`—WESTINGHOUSE GEAR MOTOR 907D621 -I
WESTINGHOUSE GEAR MOTOR 906DB26-2
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O.Oi	
2-FACTOR
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Figure 2-5. Gearbox Weight vs Q-Factor
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Figure 2-9. Relative Weight of Gear Motor to Direct Drive Motor
for 24,000-rpm Output Speed
Induction machines built with cubex laminations will weigh approximately
5 to 10 percent less than those using conventional silicon steel laminations.
Those built with Hiperco 50 or Supermendur will weigh approximately 15 to 20
percent l.ess.
When higher temperature insulation material is used, the specific weights
of the induction machines also decrease. For instance, the weight per horse-
-	 power of a motor which can withstand 600 G F (320 0 C) hot-spot temperature is
about 15 to 20 percent 1c ,wer than that of a corresponding motor with only
400 O F (204 0 C) hot-spot temperature. Some of the insulation materials suitable
for high-temperature application are shown in Table 2-6. AiResearch has
attained atisfactory results with the use of ceramic coated wire, ceramic
based encapsulant, glaze and glass-bonded mica as slot material in applications
where the ambient temperature approaches 4000C.
A comparison of high-temperature conductor materials is shown in Table 2-7.
AiResearch has successfully used 28-percent nickel-clad copper conductors in
ambients over 300 0C. For temperatures over 500 0 C, Cufenic or nickel-iron clad
copper is the most suitable. Aluminum conductor can result in weight savings
for transmission lines and transformers. There is no weight advantage, however
in using aluminum conductor for stator windings of rotating machines because
that would result in larger slots and therefore heavier iron core.
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TABLE '2-6
' ! PROPERTIES OF INSULATION MATERIALS
Thermal
I	 Electric
Insulation
r Conductivity •	 Stronyth Li(c Chemical Radiation
MCI lel'laI Note	 (a) Note (b) Note (e) Resistance Resistance
A. Wire	 In^ul..tlon Good0.13 3200 042,000 (500 F) Good
Polyimlde Enamel 0.22 1800
A114CI`rr
1,000 (1100 0 F) Good Good0.26 80
Crranilc-E2E 0.27 1700
800 (9000F) Good Fair
R25540 0.45 220
1,000 (1100°F) Fairly Good --
Lead Wire,	 Glass 0.34 45 Fairly Good Good
Fiber Asbestos 0.33 33
Glass	 Fiber 0.33 290 800 0(1100	 f) Fair Good
Mica 0.15 180
B. Sheet	 Insulation
(i) Flexible 0.019 3250 13,000 (4000F) Very Good Very Good
Polyimlde-Film 0.037 1700 1,000 0F)(500
Polyimlde-Glass 0.009 600
13,000 (400 0 F)
° Very Good Good0.056 600 600 (550F)
i
Mica-G1,	 Si 0.024 180
 200 (9000F) Fairly Good Fairly Good
Resin Bond 0.032 180
Mica 280
1,000 0 F)(900 Fairly Good Fair
0.044
'
Silicate	 Fiber 0.025 170 1;000 0(900 f) Good Fair 
Paper 0.04 98
( H) Sheet	 Insul-Rigid 0.1 500 10,000 (3300'r') Good Good
Epoxy-Glass 0.15 250 400 (4000F) j
Asbestos-BPO4 0.19 35 1,000 (900 0 F) Fair fair	 j
Bonded 0.21 35
Dlphenyl	 Oxide 0.05 590 Good Good
Glass 0.16 590
!Polyiml&-Glass 0.1 500 10000 (5500 F) Good Good0.13 500;'.
Mica 800 (11000 F) Fairly Good --0.085 1300
C. Encapsulation 0.32 540 1,000 (300 0 F) Good Good 
Compound Epoxy 0.29 480
Sanerllsen 8 39 1,000 (1100°F) Good Good0.33
I
Silicone Foam 1,000 (400 0 F) Fairly Good Fairly Good0.05 49
i
W839
0.51 75 Iy000 (130G"F) Good Good
0.47 43 1
NOTES
(a) Thermal conductivity Is measured at 72 0 F and 500°F In Btu-f.'/" hr-0F
(b) Electric strength Is measured at 72 0 F and 500°F at a frequency of 400 Hz in
v/mII	 (average value).
(c) Insulation	 life	 Is given In hours at temperature specified In the parentheses.
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2.4.1.2 Wild Frequency Operation
The purpose of wild frequency system is not to reduce weight, but to
eliminate the constant speed drive which is expensive to maintain. The rela-
tive weight of a motor designed for wild frequency operation (with 2:1 speed
variation) to the weight of the same motor designed for constant frequency
(average of the maximum and minimum frequencies in the wild frequency range)
operation is shown in Table 2-8.
TABLE 2-8
RATIOS OF MOTOR WEIGHTS
Ratio of weight of motor designed for constant frequency (=average of the wil
frequency range)
Approx.
Supply Voltage Type of Load Hp of Constant Frequency Weight
Motor Ratio
Voltage
at all
Constant
frequencies
Constant hp Same as the rated hp
wild frequency motor
of the 1.2
Constant torque Maximum horsepower of the 1.5
V All wild frequency motor
Minimum horsepower of the 5.2
Torque wild frequency motor
proportional,♦
f to square of
speed
Maximum horsepower of
wild frequency motor
the 1.5
Constant hp Same as the rated hp of the 1.2
Voltage proportional
wild frequency motor
to frequency
Constant Torque Maximum horsepower of the 0.72
All
wild frequency motor
Minimum horsepower of the 3.4V
/ Torque wild frequency motorproportional	 to11ii- square of speed Maximum horsepower of the 0.88
f wild frequency motor
(NOTE: In the first quarterly progress report, a wild frequency motor
and constant ;requency motor at minimum frequency were compared. The weight
penalty fiyures in that report are, therefore, different from those presented
in this report. For fair comparison, the constant frequency motor should be
at the average frequency rather than the minimum frequency.)
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If a wild	 frequency	 is used,	 system voltage will	 probably be	 regulated
so that	 it	 is constant throughout	 the frequency	 range,	 as shown	 in	 the upper
part of Table 2-8,	 because some of	 the	 loads	 (heating,	 lighting,	 rectifier,
etc)	 require a constant voltage	 input.	 For	 the motor	 loads,	 however,	 it	 is
advantageous to have the system voltage proportional 	 to the frequency as shown
in	 the	 lower part of Table 2-8	 (better performance, 	 lighter weight).	 Weight
analysis of wild	 frequency motors with constant	 volts per cycle	 is also	 included
for	 investigating a	 system with
	
some generators,	 supplying motor	 loads only,
operated at constant volts per	 cycle,	 and the rest of the generators at constant
voltage.
There are
	 three types of aircraft motor	 loads.	 The first	 is the constant
horsepower	 load.	 A variable displacement hydraulic pump exhibits 	 the approximate
characteristic of a	 constant horsepower as	 the speed varies.	 The	 second	 is the
constant	 torque	 load.	 A fixed displacement hydraulic pump belongs	 to this group.
The third	 is where torque varies as	 the speed	 is	 squared.	 Centrifugal	 pumps,
fans,	 and	 blowers	 belong to this	 group.
The basis of comparison between a wild frequency motor and a constant
frequency motor depends on the load that is driven by these motors. Most
fans and blowers must deliver a constant amount of cooling air, independent
of the engine (main propulsion) speed. When a constant frequency motor is used
to drive this kind of load, the rated horsepower of this motor is equal to the
horsepower requirement of the load. A wild frequency motor runs at variable
speed. If a wild frequency motor is used to drive the fan or blower, the
minimum horsepower (at minimum speed)delivered by the wild frequency motor
should be equal to the load horsepower requirement. Otherwise the equipment
to be cooled by the fan or blower will become overheated when the engine is at
low speed. To figure the weight penalty incurred by using wild frequency, a
constant-frequency motor with a rated horsepower equal to the minimum horsepower
of the wild frequency motor should be used as the reference for comparison.
This relation is shown in Figure 2-I0a.
For fuel booster pumps, engine fuel consumption is approximately propor-
tional to the cube of engine speed. The load power requirement, therefore,
is approximately proportional to the cube of the engine speed. If a ;;onstant-
frequency motor is used, the rated horsepower of the constant-frequency motor
must equal the maximum pumping power requirement. If a wild frequency motor
is used to drive the centrifugal fuel booster pumps, the power output of the
wild frequency motor matches the load power requirement. To determine the
weight penalty of the wild frequency motor, a constant-frequency motor with
rated horsepower equal to the maximum horsepower (at maximum speed) should be
used as the reference for comparison. This relationship is shown in Figure 2-10b.
The approximate weight ratios in Table 2-8 are calculated using the weight
parametric curves of Figures 2-2 and 2-3, and the average slope of the weight
vs horsepower curves, Figure 6-2 in the first quarterly progress report. In
the case of constant supply voltage, the working flux density of the motor at
top frequency (2:1 frequency range) is assumed to be 60 percent of the nominal
value used for a corresponding constant-frequency motor. Also, the pullout
torque at top frequency is assumed to be only 170 percent instead of the 200 per-
cent normally used for constant-frequency, general-purpose motors.
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Figure 2-10. Wild Frequency and Constant Frequency Motor Output
vs Load Requirement
The method of determining the weight penalty on a constant voltage, wild-
frequency motor with load torque proportional to the square of speed, is illu-
strated below.
" Consider a motor-fan drive for electronic cooling, with a power require-
ment of l hp regardless of main engine speed. Then compare the motor weights
for wild frequency from 267 to 533 Hz and for constant frequency at 400 Hz.
In a fan drive, the horsepower is proportional to the cube of speed.
Since the cooling requirement is I hp at any engine speed, the wild frequency
motor must be able to deliver 1 hp at 267 Hz and to handle 8 hp continuously
`	 at 533 Hz without overheating.
Assume that the motor working flux density at 533 Hz is 60 percent of the
normal flux density so that the flux density at 267 Hz will not be highly
saturated. To partly compensate for the low working flux density, the pullout
torque allowed is reduced from the normal 200 percent to 170 percent. Since
the torque is proportional to the square of the motor flux, the horsepower of
the wild frequency motor, at normal flux density, will be:
8xOI62x200- 18.9 hp
V
the curve in Figure 2-3 can be expressed as:
motor weight «f 0.44
The	
(2-1)
 slope of the curves in Figure 6-2 in the first quarterly progress
report varies with the horsepower rating of the motor. To obtain the approxi-
mate weight penalty for the wild frequency motor, it is assumed that
pound per horsepower m (hp) -0.4
where (-0.4) is the average slope between I and 10 hp, therefore,
Motor weight « (hp) 0.6	(2-2)
Combining equations (2-I)and (2-2)
Motorweight	 (hp) 0.6(f)0.44	 (2-3)
Comparing the wild frequency motor (18.9 hp at 533 Hz) and the constant
frequency motor (I hp at 400 Hz), the ratio of their weights is
Weight of wild frequency motor 	 18.9 0.6	 0.44 _5.2
Weight of constant frequency motor 	 1 )
	 (400)
533
If the rated horsepower of the constant frequency motor is equal to the
horsepower requirement at top speed, i.e., 8 hp in this case,
Weight of wild frequency motor18.9 0.6(5-
33
400"0.44
Weight of constant frequency motor - ` 8 )
	 )	 1.5
2.4.2 Rice Synchronous Motor
A cutaway view of a Rice machine showing some construction details and
flux circuit is shown in Figure 2-II. The rotor consists of two symmetrical
magnetic parts isolated from each other by a nonmagnetic separator. This
separator is furnace-brazed between the two magnetic rotor parts to form a
high-strength, solid-metal rotor structure. The design represents current
technology.
The magnetic frame of the machine contains two bobbin-type field coils
that are excited by a direct current so that the resulting MMF's of the two
coils are additive. This exciting MMF establishes a flux that follows the
magnetic circuit paths of least reluctance as indicated in Figure 2-11; i.e.,
through the frame from the stationary flux distributor across the distributor
air gap, to the rotor to emanate from the north rotor poles across the main
air gap to the stator iron. Here, the flux links the armature windings, turns
circumferentially in the back iron of the stator, and proceeds to the south
poles of the rotor and back to the opposite end of the frame, thus completing
the magnetic circuit.
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The advantages of a Rice synchronous motor are that it can be designed to
run at unity power factor and that it is capable of very high speed. The
peripheral speed of a squirrel cage rotor is normally limited to about 550 ft/sec.
The Rice rotor can stand a tip speed in excess of 1000 ft/sec. When motors of the
same speed are compared, the Rice motor is approximately 1/3 heavier than a
squirrel cage induction motor with the same horsepower rating. A Rice machine
rotor is cylindrical. The windage loss at high speed is reduced to a minimum.
The Rice synchronous motor may be started as an induction motor. For a
very high speed Rice motor, however, the rotor may be overheated during.starting.
Since a Rice rotor is a high resistance rotor in induction motor operation, it
may be a problem in pulling into synchronism where the field is energized.
Figures 2-12 and 2-13 give weight vs speed and horsepower for Rice machines
utilizing current technology as represented by AiResearch motors.
Little weight saving is gained by using a very high speed Rice synchronous
motor in aircraft since most electric motors in aircraft are of low horsepower.
Consider a load drive of 25 hp at 12,000 rpm. A 25-hp squirrel cage induction
motor can be designed to run as high as 48,000 rpm. A Rice motor that could drive
This load probably should not run above 96,000 rpm. Otherwise, a two-stage
gearing would be required, resulting in increased weight and decreased effici-
-,ncy. Weight data presented in this report show that a 25-hp induction motor
with a 4:1 gearset will weigh about 30 lb. A 25-hp, 96,000-rpm Rscr.; motor will
weigh about 16 lb. The 8:1 gearset is estimated to weigh about 12 lb. The
Rice motor drive will save only about 2 lb or 7 percent in this particular
example. For smaller horsepower loads, the induction motor drive may be even
lighter than the Rice motor drive. The two types of motors are comparable in
efficiency. Since the Rice motor has poorer starting performance, induction motor
drive is preferred for aircraft application.
2.4.3 Brushless Dc Motor
The do motor is superior to the conventional ac motor in performance and
Iin control characteristics. The major drawback has been the brush-type
commutator, which requires frequent maintenance and which is entirelv unsuitable
in some environments.	 Dc motors are being manufactured in large quantities
despite the availability of simple and inexpensive ac induction motors; this
may be taken as proof of the superiority of the do motor in many applica*ions.
The inverter-driven induction motor is a form of brushless do motor when
variable-frequency, constant-volt-second excitation is applied to the windings.
This combination, with its complex control system, still lacks the performance
of a true do motor. This is particularly apparent at high power or voltage
levels, where thyristors replace transistors in performing the power switching
functions. The inverter-driven induction motor requires forced commutation
while the brushless do motor, except at stall, is self-commutating.
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2.4.3.1	 Principle of Operation
In a conventional do motor, the commutator serves the dual functions of
a power switch and a position sensor. In the brushless do motor, a rotor
position sensor is used to actuate solid-state power switches which apply do
voltage to the coils. The rotor and the stator functions are reversed; th@
rotor is the do field and the stator is the armature. Since each stator coil
requires a switch, economics dictate a minimum number of coils. For simplicity,
the rotor is usually a permanent magnet in low-power machines but it also can
be the pole structure used in Lundell and Rice machines. Here, the flux
is transmitted to the rotor across an air gap to avoid sIiprings. Since the
field in this machine is provideci by a separate stator coil, an additional
dimension in control becomes available. The stator can be either ironless for
low-power machines or iron-cored for large machines.
Figure 2-14 depicts the principle of the brushless do motor, from the
point of view -.)f circuit design.
	 This figure is a simplified diagram of the
stator of a half-wave machine representing current AiResearch motors. As
stated, these machines have transistor switches, and all but one have infrared
optoelectronic position sensors. Other types of position sensors have been
investigated, i.e., Q-modulated oscillators and Hall-effect devices.
TO OTHER COILS
—►
im	 r —
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Figure 2-14. Simplified Diagram of a Half-Wave Winding
and its Commutator
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The motor coil is shown in terms of its copper resistance (Rw ), its leakage
'	 inductance (Lw), and essentially, the sinusoidal counter-EMF (e 9 ) generated
by the relative motion between the coil and the magnet. The amplitude of the
generated voltage is proportional to the flux of the magnet and to the speed
of the machine. Obviously, during startup and at siall, this voltage is zero
and will be a problem in thyristor commutated motors.
Major electrical phenomena studied in the circuit of a half-wave four-
winding machine for steady-state open _ion are shown in Figure 2-15. Figure
2-10a shows the voltage waveforms for one winding. The amplitude of the
generated counter-EMF shown is approximately equal to the applied voltage (EM);
the voltage across the switch, except when the switch is closed, is the
difference between these two voltages. The peak voltage across the switching
transistors is twice the applied voltage.
	 In a fuli-wave machine, this voltage
equals the supply voltage; F —fever, this is not a net saving in voltage rating
since a full-wave machine requires twice the number of transistors.
The switch is closed by the position sensor, during the 90-deg (electrical)
interval when e sw is minimum. This leaves a net circuit voltage (ez) to force
current flow (Figure 2-15c). If there were no winding inductance in the circuit,
the current would be a scalloped pulse with a waveform identical to the net
circuit voltage and of instantaneous amplitude ez/Rw. The inductance "softens"
the current pulse, as shown in Figure 2-15d. Finally, Figure 2-15e adds the
contributions of the other windings to yield the total motor current. The
product of eg and iz, averaged more than 90 deg, yie''ds the total shaft power.
It should be observed that when the switch opens, current is interrupted
in an inductive circuit, and the stored energy must be absorbed. In low-power
motors, this energy is absorbed in zener diodes to prevent second breakdown in
the transistors. 	 In higher-power motors, this energy can be prohibitively
high even in an ironless machine, and the energy must be recirculated. This
is one of the reasons for the full-wave configuration for larger motors.
When the motor is still, the counter-EMF is zero, and the current, unless
otherwise controlled, is limited by stator resistance only. This current pro-
vides starting torque. As the machine speeds up, the generated voltage builds
and counteracts the applied voltage, and the current diminishes until rated
current is reached at rated speed. When load is increased, the machine slows
down so that the current increase resulting from the generated voltage decrease
provides the required additional torque. Exactly as in conventional do motors,
small changes of speed (and CEMF) caused by load variation result in relatively
I
large changes in armature current, e.g., the torque-speed character:-t`: is
relatively flat.
i
Current-switching in a brushless do machine can be performer + Fcher by
transistors or thyristors. The operation theory of the thyristcr-commutated
brushiess motor will not be discussed in detail. One major problem encountered
in this type of machine is the absence of commutation voltage when the motor
shaft is stationary. It has been demonstrated experimentally that if, upon
es watt AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 	 68-4176(2)
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turn on., the rate of rise of,motor supply current is slow with respect to the
ability of the motor to accelerate, then proper commutation is possible even
from start. Some source of auxiliary commutation energy may be required in
the process, and ingenuity is needed to supply this source without penalizing
efficiency during normal operation.
2.4.3.2 Performance Comparison
It has been mentioned that the brushless do motor requires less frequent
maintenance than the conventional do machine; it is reliable, and operates
in some special environments where conventional do motors cannot. There are
certain area= where the load characteristics dictate the do brushless motor over
the ac motor. A brushless do motor can be designed _,) run at very high speed,
while the ac motor speed is limited by the system frequency. The ac power
frequency is in turn limited by transmission and distribution considerations.
Because the brushless do motor will play an important role in future
advanced aircraft, a comparison of the weight of the brushless do motor and the
induction motor is in order, since weight is an important factor in the
system optimization,
2.4.3.3 Weight Estimates
Current brushless do motors are heavier than equivalent ac induction
motors.	 Curves showing the weight of brushless do motor (using permanent
magnets) at 24,000 rpm with and without electronics are given in Figure 2-16.
A curve showing the weight of the corresponding induction motor with con-
ventional material is also given in that figure for comparison purposes. 	 It
can be seen from Figure 2-16 that the majority cf the BDCM weight is in the
electronic package.
2.5 PARAMETRIC DATA OF AIRCRAFT UTILIZATION COMPONENTS THAT CAN BE PREDICTED
FOR FUTURE TECHNOLOGY
2.5.1 Brushless Dc Motor
Technological advances promise an appreciable weight reduction of brush-
less do motor. To estimate the weight of the future brushless do motor 15
years hence, three typical designs were performed based on projected trends in
materials and technnlogy. Horsepower ratings of 0.1, 4, and 25 were selected.
This is the range of the rating of motors used in aircraft. With this power
range, a permanent magnet rotor was chosen because it will have the lightest
weight and highest efficiency.
The calculation of the weight of the three brushless do motors is divided
into two parts ; the motor and the electronics. The electronics weight is
taken as 85 percent of the value shown in Figure 5-10 in Section 5; the motor
weight is calculated 'rom the actual designs with the following assumptions:
(a) The perrct^nent magnet used has the following characteristics at 650OF
B	 = 14 kilogauss
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O
H	 2000 Oersted
(BH)max = 17 x 106
(b) The iron core used has the same permeability and core loss at
110,000 lines per sq in. as those presently obtained from
Tran-car T, 4 mil, at 90,000 lines per sq in.
fl	
(c) The winding insulation is capable of 800 O F operation.
(d) The bearings are capable of operating at 48,000 rpm at 7000F.
(e) The magnetic material permits 2-pole rotor fabrication and operates
at 500 fps tip speed.
The major steps in motor design calculations are as follows:
(a) From an existing design, using simple rules of scaling, determine
the stack length and the outside diameters of rotor and stator.
(b) Determine the effective flux density from the demagnetization curve
shown in Figure 2-17.
(c) Determine the total flux per pole and the number of conductors
required by selecting a suitable voltage.
(d) Calculate yoke thickness, tooth width, slot area, conductor area,
and wire resistance.
(e) Calculate iron losses, bearing loss, and windage loss.
(f) From the selected power rating and the assumed efficiency, calculate
current, copper loss, and stray load losses.
(g) Calculate the total loss and the efficiency as compared with the
assumed value.
(h) Iterate step (g) if necessary until the difference between the
calculated efficiency and the assumed efficiency is within
allowable tolerance.
(i) Determine the total weight, and weight per horsepower of the motor.
Table 2-9 shows the result of design calculation. The weight (lb) per
horse-power o` the motor, and the complete unit (motor and necessary electro-
nics, including EMI circuitry) are plotted as a function of horsepower in
Figure 2-18. For comparison, curves of the current induction motors are also
included. Without electronics a brushless do motor is almost as light as a
corresponding induction motor', ho gever, without the electronic package the
do motor cannot run. The electronic package gives the do motor a variable
speed capability.
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BRUSHLESS DC MOTOR WEIGHT
(ELECTRONICS WEIGHT NOT
INCLUDED)1985
TECHNOLOGY
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Figure 2-19.
	
Brushless Dc Motor Weight vs Speed
(Electronics Weight Excluded)
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I
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Figure 2-20. Brushless Dc Motor Weight vs Speed
(Electronics Weight Included)
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TABLE 2-9
DESIGN CALCULATION
r
Hp Kva Motor Electronics Total
Rating Rating Weight,	 lb; Weight,	 lb Weight,	 lb Lb/Hp
0.1 0.124 0.67 0.77 1.44 14.4
4.0 3.97 3.7 9.8 13.5 3.38
25.0 24.3 16.0 39.0 55.0 2.20
Figures 2-19 and 2-20 show the weight per horsepower as a function of
motor speed	 (for three different	 ratings) for the motor alone and the complete
unit	 respectively.	 These curves are obtained by using the 	 relative weight
vs frequency curve shown 	 in Figure 2-3.
There	 is a possibility that	 solid-state	 EMI	 suppression	 techniques can
be developed.	 If so,	 the weight of the electronic package can be reduced to
less	 then	 half of
	
the value	 used	 in	 this	 report.
2.6
	 UTILIZATION WEIGHT VS SYSTEM FREQUENCY
The utilization equipment	 listed earlier	 in	 this section	 includes
electrical
	
equipment, mechanical	 equipment,	 and support structures.	 Part of
the equipment weights depend, on the system frequency while the other part	 .
is	 independent of frequency.	 For	 instance,	 in avionics,	 the weiqhts of	 the
transformers,	 ac filters,	 blowers for cooling,	 and	 synchros are frequency
dependent;	 the weights of the do electronics are frequency 	 independent.
In view of the complexity of the utilization equipment	 the variation of
its weight vs system frequency cannot be determined without extensive effort.
For this study,	 some simplifying assumptions are made so that a first-degree
approximation of the weight-frequency relationship can be found without much
effort.
To	 illustrate the general 	 trend of utilization weight vs system frequency,
a	 large subsonic plane was again chosen as an example.	 The estimated weights
of utilization equipment at	 1000 Hz, 2000Hz, 3000 Hz, wild frequency, and
high voltage do are compared with that of conventional 	 400-Hz system.	 The
' relative weights of various utilization components at different frequencies
are obtained as	 follows.
(a) Electric motors - The relative weights of ac motors vs frequency
were determined in Figure 2-3 (for constant frequency) and Table 2-8
(for wild frequency). In the do system, 48,000 rpm brushless do
motors of 1985 technology are assumed.
r
V(b)	 Electric-motor-pump package and electric-motor-fan package -
Since
	
it	 is	 difficult	 to separate
	
the weight of
	
the motor trom
that of	 the	 pump or fan,	 it	 is assumed that the weight of	 the
entire motor-pump	 or	 motor-fan assembly 	 is proportional	 to the
motor weight.	 This assumption	 is	 reasonable when the pump or fan
speed goes up and down with the motor speed as the frequency
changes.	 Many pumps and fans	 in aircraft can be designed to run
at higher speeds. 	 Where they	 do have to run at slow speed,
however,	 the high frequency
 motor output must be geared down to
drive the load.	 The weight estimate for high frequency system,
based on
	
the above assumption,	 is	 optimistic,	 especially	 for	 the
3000-Hz system.	 In fact,	 the only purpose for	 including a 3000-Hz
system
	
in	 the	 comparison	 is	 to show that even with an optimistic
assumption,	 there	 is	 little weight	 advantage	 in	 increasling	 the
system frequency beyond 2000 Hz.
' For the do	 the brushless do	 (BDCM's),system,	 motors	 are assumed
to run at 48,000 rpm.	 The package weight	 is estimated as:
Package weight
	
	 Weight
BDCM weight without electronicsin conventional)	
400-Hz motor weight	 + of
system
	 J
(c) Transfomers and magnetics - The weight variation with frequency
is discussed in Section 4 and is shown in Figure 4-12.
	
In wild
frequency systems, the minimum frequency is used in sizing the
components.
(d) Avionics - It is assumed that the weight of the frequency dependent
portion (transfomers, blowers, ac filters, etc and their shares of
the supporting strucutres) is about 15 percent of the total avionics
weight. The weight variation with frequency follows the same curve
as transformers and magnetics. For do system in 1985, it is
assumed that the weight of this frequency dependent portinn (with
the present functional requirement) can be reduced to half the
present value because some of the ac components will be replaced
by lighter do digital components.
(e) Instrumentation - Instrumentation also include magnetic components
which are frequency dependent. In the tabulation for ac with
different frequencies, it is assumed that these magnetic components
and their shares of supporting structure are 15 percent of the total
weight. For do systems, it is assumed that do and ac instruments
are of the same weight.
(f) Lighting - Both fluorescent and incandescent lights are used in
the aircraft.	 The weight of the fluorescent lights is frequency
dependent, while that of the incandescent lights is not. Electric
motors for rotating the exterior lights are included in the lighting
s	 tem.
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It is estimated that the weight of the fluorescent lights in an
aircraft is about 20 percent of the total lighting weight. At
high frequencies ,  the ballast of the fluorescent lights can be
omitted. Also, because of the improvement in lighting efficiency,
fewer or smaller fluorescent lights are needed at higher frequencies.
The variation in weights of fluorescent light and motor drives for
rotating lights vs frequency as shown in the tabulation is only an
estimate.
(g) Lighting Transformer - In the do system,	 the weight of the do trans-
former	 (chopper)	 is assumed to be twice as heavy as the corresponding
ac transformer.
Using	 the above assumptions the approximate weight variation of utiliza-
tion equipment with frequency for	 a	 large subsonic aircraft	 is shown in
Table	 2-10.	 Tabulation	 for ac systems with	 1985	 technology will	 be presented
later	 in	 the	 program.
From the partial tabulation presented in Table 2-i0, certain conclusions
regarding the utilization weight may be valid:
(a) Higher system frequency will result in lighter utilization equipment.
However, the weight saving is insignificant by increasing the freq-
uency beyond 2000 Hz.
(b) Wild frequency system will result in Heavy utilization equipment due
to the weight penalty on electric motors
(c) Dc system with 1985 technology has less utilization weiaht than that
of the present 400-Hz system.
However, many other factors should also be co;.sidered in selecting an optimum
system. A few of these are mentioned below.
	 (Detailed system studies will be
performed later in the program.)
(a) High frequency ^ystems pose problems in power transmission and
distribution.	 Distribution weight will increase at high frequency
since larg =- r cables must be used to accommodate the increased
impedance.
(b) High frequency system still needs constant speed drive which requires
high maintenance.
(c) High voltage do system eliminates the constant speed drive. It will
also result in low distribution and generation (high speed generator
allowable) weights.
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1	 3,	 HYDRAULIC AND PNEUMATIC POWER SYSTEMS
3.1 INTRODUCTION
Many aircraft loads are presently supplied by either hydraulic or pneufna-
tic power sources. These sources can be supplied either directly (electric
actuators) or indirectly (electric driven hydraulic pump) by the electric power
system. Consequently, a number of possible tradeoffs such as flight controls,
landing gear, brakes, and thrust reversers, can be identified involving the
provision of electric, hydraulic, or pneumatic power to the aircraft loads..
z	 This section summarizes present design criteria, performance capabilities, and
technology for both hydraulic and pneumatic systems.
3.1.1	 Fluid Power Uses
Following are some of the primary uses for hydraulic and pneumatic power.
3.1.1.1
	
Flight Controls
The primary flight control surfaces (ailerons, spoilers, rudder, and
elevators) are ordinarily activated by hydraulic cylinders. 	 Secondary flight
control surfaces (leading edge slat and trailing edge flaps) are usually actu-
ated by hydraulic motors with screwjack mechanisms. Pneumatic power is also
used for flight control purposes.
3.1.1.2	 Landing Gear
Hydraulic power is used for retracting and extending the landing gear,
steering the nose landing gear, and operating the brakes. Mechanical or elec-
trical actuator backup provisions are ordinarily incorporated into the system
for emergency lowering of the landing gear. Redundancy Is provided in the
hydraulic system and brakes to ensure availability of braking at a high proba-
bility.	 Pneumatic power is not user! for landing gear operations.
3.1.1.3 Thrust Reversers
The actuators which are used to position the thrust reversal devices are
operated either hyd r aulically or pneumatically.
3.1.1.4	 Engine Starting
Small engines (helicopter power plants or gas turbine APU's are often
provided with hydraulic starters. Large jet engiines usually are equipped with
turbine starters which use pneuamtic power provided by the APU for engine
starting.
r
I3.1.2	 Hydraulic	 Pressure
For over	 20 years,	 3000 psi-hydraulic systems have been 	 used	 in aircraft.
They	 represent
	 the state-of-Lhe-art, 	 although
	
there	 is	 some	 incentive from a
system weight standpoint for higher	 pressures.
	 It has been fou,,d
	 that	 the
main weight	 saving	 to be obtained with
	
higher	 pressure hydraulic systems
	 re-
sulLs
	
from a reduced volume of hydraulic 	 fluid	 in	 the system
	 (Ref.	 2).	 For
example,	 the weight	 of	 the hydraulic system for 	 the L-1011	 airplane could be
reduced by 200	 lb	 (1825	 lb	 total	 system weight)	 for a 4000-psi	 system as
	 com-
pared with a conventional	 3000-psi	 system.
	
Economic and cnow rinality considera-
Liocs,however,
	
led	 to	 selection	 of	 a 3000-psi	 system for	 thr.
	 L-1011	 airplane.
Still,
	
because of
	
the	 strong	 incentive	 to minimize weight	 in	 I:he	 supersonic
transport,
	 Lockheed selected a 4000-psi 	 hydraulic system for their SST design.
The Lockheed SST hydraulic system contain.
	
1850 lb of hydrauiic fluid and has
a total wet weight of approximately 6700 lb
I EXISTING3.2	 HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS IN	 AIRPLANES
3.2.1	 Background
Conventionally,	 aircraft	 use cables
	 and other mechanical
	 linkages	 to con-
nect	 he flight	 controls with
	
he aerodynamic control
	 surfaces,	 Because of
the high forces requi red to actuate the control
	 surfaces,
	 it has been necessary
to	 incorporate hydrau ! ic boost	 provisions	 in flight	 control	 systems	 for	 large
high-performance aircraft.	 In	 addition,	 hydraulic power	 is used for other
high-power	 intermittent services	 such as actuating	 thrust	 reversers,	 retract-
;ng	 landing gear,	 and steering	 the nosewheel	 during
	 taxi.	 Because of
	 the
criticality of many of	 these	 functions,	 considerable	 redundancy	 is	 provided
in the form of	 parallel	 hydraulic circuits,	 duplicate components,
	
and other
backup provisions.
	 In	 some cases,	 direct mechanical	 operation serves as a
backup or	 emr.:rgency mode.	 In others,	 the pilot	 is unable
	 to provide the neces-
sary
	 control	 forces and backup operation mtist be provied 	 in other ways.
As	 the power	 requirements	 increase,	 it has ueen necessary	 to provide
gr°eater	 redundancy	 in	 the hydraulic system	 itself.	 For	 example,	 many aircraft
use two hydraulic systems with an emergency flight cuntrol
	 capability provided
by direct mechanical	 actuation	 through	 the control	 cables,	 Large transport
aircraft,	 such
	
as	 the DC-10,	 L-1011,	 B-747,	 or	 C-5,	 use three or	 four	 indd-
pendent hydraulic circuits,	 each	 provided with more than one power	 source.
Design of these aircraft hydraulic systems 	 is based upon	 reliability
considerations	 for operation under various possible failure modes 	 in the
hydraulic system,	 in the actuation components, and in the system power sources.
In most systems,	 engine-driven pumps.serve as the primary source of power.
Other power sources	 (used to supply backup or emergency hydraulic power) are:
air turbine motors	 using bleed air from the propulsion engines; 	 gas	 tu,-bine
auxiliary power units; 	 electric motors; and	 ram air turhin .^ s.
	
These are used
in different combinations, 	 depending upon	 the application	 to specific design
requirements, which vary considerably with the type of aircraft and 	 its	 intended
usage.
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As indicated previously and shown in Table 3-I, one of the conspicuous
developments with increasing aircraft size and performance has been the increase
in hydraulic system power capability.
TABLE 3-1
TYPICAL AIRCRAFT HYDRAULIC POWER CAPABILITY
Airplane Hydraulic Hp
DC-3 6
DC-4 34
DC-6 36
DC-7 37
B-737 73
DC-8 84
CV-990 168
DC-10 315
L-1011 385
B-747 500
C-5 850
The high hydraulic power capability shown for the more advanced systems reflects
both the increased hydraulic power demand and the increased redundancy required
to provide the desired reliability with a more complex system.
3.2.2 Hydraulic rower Schedule
Peak hydraulic power requirements are ordinarily attained during aircraft
climb and approach for landing. As shown in the typical hydraulic load profile
shown in Figure 3-I, a sizable portion of the peak requirements are associated
with operation of the landing gear and high-lift aerodynamic surfaces (slats
and flaps). In addition, because of the requirements for flight control system
reliability, considerable redundancy is provided. This results in a substantial
margin in available power over that required to meet the basic nydraulic
power demand. Also, it will be noted that the hydraulic power requirement
for the cruise condition will be substantially lower than the peak. Consequently,
excess hydraulic power is available for auxiliary services during cruise. It
is not usually possible to utilize this excess capacity to effect a meaningful
improvement in performance or reduction in system weight, because it occurs
at a period of reduced demand on most of the aircraft systems.
3.2.3 Hydraulic System Installation
One of the most significant aspects of hydraulic system design is the
means of transmitting the power from where it is generated (usually the engine
driven pumps) to where it is used (primarily wings, empennage, and landing
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Figure 3-I. 737 Hydraulic System Flow Capabilities and Demands (Ref. 1)
gear). As shown in Table 3-2, present transport aircraft utilize large amounts
of tubing and fittings. These fittings have been troublesome in service and
there is a definite trend in systam design to reduce the number of threaded
connections through use of permanent _' p ints (welded, brazed, and permanently
swaged fittings).
TABLE 3-2
REPRESENTATIVE HYDRAULIC LINES AND FITTINGS
Total	 Feet of Total Number
Airplane Hydraulic Lines of Fittings
B-707 2600 2500
B-727 3280 2600
B-737 1542 970
B-747 3388 1270
Several aircraft hydraulic systems, representative of contemporary design,
are described below to illustrate the state of the art.
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3.2.4 Hydraulic System in the Boeing 737 Airplane
Three hydraulic circuits are used in the B-737 airplane (Figure 3-2), one
serves as the primary system using engine driven pumps, and the other two
serve as a backup system using electric motor driven pumps. The primary
system has two 21-gpm variable-delivery pumps with one on each engine. In
this way, full capability is provided with one engine out. The backup hydrau-
lic system uses ac electric motor driven 6-9pm pumps to provide emergency
hydraulic power for operation of the flight controls in case both engines
are lost. The standby hydraulic system operates the essential flight controls
for emergency operation.
/O M/NUA BACKUP
l ` ' ATIONATI IXTEN510N
Figure 3-2. 737 Hydraulic System Diagram (Ref. 3)
3.2.5 Hydraulic Syster in the Boeing 747 Airplane
Four hydraulic systems are used 	 the B-747 airplane, with the functional
assignments shown in Table 3-3. Systems
	 ?nd 3 are mainly reserved for flight
controls; systems I and 4 are considered the ,auxiliary power systems. Each
system shown in Figure 3-3 has an engine driven pump rated at 38-gpm and an
auxiliary pump (which is driven pneumatically with bleed air by an air turbine
power unit) rated at 32 gpm. The auxiliary pump is auto4natically put into
operation if the engine fails or the engine driven pump does not supply the
hydraulic demand.
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3.2.6 Hydraulic System in the McDonnell Douglas DC-10 Airplane
The DC-10 airplane uses three hydraulic systems, each with two engine-
driven hydraulic pumps of 35-gpm capacity. Figure 3-4 shows the system
I functional block diagram. Two ac electric motor driven pumps (6-gpm, variable
delivery) supply emergency and ground checkout hydraulic power. The gas turbine
APU drives a 35-gpm pump as a standby source of hydraulic power. In addition,
two power transfer motor-pump units permit transfer of power without interchange
of hydraulic fluid from one system to another. Consequently, all three hydrau-
lic systems remain operative in event of an engine failure. A ram air turbine
supplies ac electrical power for emergency power if all engines are lost.
3.2.7 Hydraulic System in the Lockheed L-1011 Airplane
The L-1011 airplane has four hydraulic
pump of 38-gpm capacity. As shown in Figure
have air turbine motor and ac electric motor
pump power transfer units permit transfer of
between systems C and D. A ram air turbine
hydraulic power if all three propulsion engi
systems, each with an engine driven
3-5, two of the systems (B and C)
driven pumps. In addition, motor-
power between systems A and B and
driven pump supplies emergency
nes are lost.
1,
3.2.8 Hydraulic System in the Lockheed C-5A Airplane
The C-5A airplane uses four hydraulic systems, each with two engine-driven
60-gpm hydraulic pumps. T!iree motor-pump power transfer units, rated at 35
gpm, permit transfer of power between the different circuits as shown in Figure
3-6. In addition, a gas turbine APU driven pump rated at 60 gpm provides
hydraulic power for ground maintenance and system checkout. A ram air turbine
driven pump (35-gpm fixed displacement) provides emergency hydraulic power
for landing the aircraft with the four engines inoperative. An additional
electric motor driven pump provides for small loads and pressurl-cing the system
before starting the engines. The hydraulic system and flight control actuators
are designed to permit aircraft operation with any two of the four hydraulic
systems inoperative.
3.3 PARAMETRIC INFORMAT10N OF CURRENT AIRCRAFT HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT
The components of a hydraulic system usually include a pump, fluid trans-
mission lines, servovalves, actuators, and reservoirs, accumulators, orvoth.
System accessories include check valves, sumps, flow control valves, flow
limiters, relief valves, service connections, filters, etc. For a flight con-
trol system, two additional components are included: control signal summers
and power control devices. Hydraulic servovalves are usually the control
devices.
3.3.1 t)L^raulic Pumps
The source of hydraulic power is usually obtained from a fluid pump.
Fluid pump designs include internal gear, external gear, balanced vane, un-
balanced vane, and both fixed and variable displacement pumps of the inline-,
bent-axis-, or radial piston types. Characteristics of major pump types are
presented in Table 3-4 and Figure 3-7.
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a. Aircraft Installation
b. Block Diagram
Figure 3-4. DC-10 Hydraulic System (Ref. 5)
Figure 3-5.	 L-1011 Hydraulic System (Ref. 6)
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Figure 3-6. C-5A Hydraulic System (Ref. 7)
TABLE 3-4
CHARACTERISTICS OF MAJOR PUMP TYPES
Characteristics
Unbalanced
Vane
External
Gear
Swash-Plate
Piston
Maximum Pressures* 250 to	 1000 250 to 2500 1000 to 5000
Flow 0.5 to	 100
1
0.2 to 150 0.5 to 450
Operating Speed* I200 to 2000 1800 to 7000 Medium High
"For continuous system operation. H;gher speeds apply to smaller units.
Maximum speed generally decreases with increased displacement.
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Figure 3-7. Efficiency Characteristics for
Typical Humps (Ref„ 14)
According to the survey conducted by Ramby and Patch (Ref, 9), the most
common aircraft main hydraulic power source in use today is a pressure compen-
sated, variable displacement, axial piston pump which delivers constant pressure
and variable flow hydraulic power. The reasons given for the wide usage result
from;
(a) Use of multi-pump configurations for weight and space conservation,
and increased reliability.
(b) Reduc-d sensitivity of system pressure and flow characteristics with
respect to variations in engine speed.
(c) Use of constant speed drive to maintain constant frequency in elec-
trical generators.
(d) Design compatibility that results in design simplification when
several functions are being powered by the same hydraulic system.
These pumps have law inertia thus affording a rapid start/stop capability
and high horsepower per unit volume and weight.
The pump is available in both the inline and 'bent-axis configurations for
both the fixed and variable displacement- designs. Figure 3-8 presents the
rotational speed range as a function of the hydraulic horsepower for both
designs, as calculates from Vickers catalog data. For the same series of pumps,
Figure 3-9 presents the weight based on the rated speed.
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3.3.2 Servovalves
Hydraulic power to the output device is controlled from upstream of the
device by a servovalve. Servovalves can be classified as three-way or four-
way, open-center or closed-center, single-stage or multi-stage, and as a flow-
control or pressure control devices. Internally, they may use rotary valves
r
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or spool valves, and be pressure compensated or balanced. Any source of power
can be adopted to actuate the servo although electrical or mechanical inputs
are the most common.
The servovalve provides precise position control characteristics with
high response rates and high power amplification capability. They are gnerally
considered reliable devices which can be decreased in volume in spite= of the
internal complexity.
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tMany types of servovalves,
are available for aircraft use.
supply pressure is presented in
and volume variations for this
3-II.
manufactured by different valve manufacturers,
Typical servovalve capacity as a function of
Figure 3-10 for a series of servovalves. Weight
series of servovalves is presented in Figure
3.3.3 Hydraulic Actuators
The hydraulic power output device, usually consists of a motor or an
actuator. For flight control systems and actuation systems, the hydraulic
actuator approach is widely used since the power is directly converted into
usable motion. The motion used mob' widely is usually linear, but other
hybrids exist such as digital and the Caravelle "Servodyne." In addition,
reliability is improved by a redundancy of design where multip1stons are
located on a single shaft. Each piston has a separate servovalve which
operates independently. Failure of one valve reduces the overall performance
capability response and rate but enables the system to continue functioning.
The sizing of actuators varies cora i derably, primarily in accordance with
available space, system pressure, and ' o ^c ng. For example, Figure 3-12,
presents the stroke-to-area ratio of oar 300 different flight control actua-
tors used by II airframe contractors and over 50 electrohydraulic servo actua-
tors used for various aerospace applications (Ref. 15). The variation indi-
cates that no specific constraint is necessary to achieve the desired perfor-
mance. The variation in actuator design as a function of supply pressure for
a given load is presented schematically in Figure 3-13.
The actuator must be sized to provide the load force at the required rate.
Figure 3-14 presents typical operating relationships. Resultant designs yield
weight, size, and space tradeoffs as illustrated in Figures 3-15, 3-16, and
3-17.
3.4 FUTURE TRENDS OF AIRCRAFT HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS
3.4.1 Hydraulic Systems in Experimental and Advance Aircraft
An indication of the state of the art is exemplified by the designs
selected for the XB-70 and F-III. These systems indicate present optimiza-
tion--and system balance, and reveal the development trends for future aircraft.
Probably the most significant feature of the XB-70 system is that the high
temperature exposure areas are fuel-cooled in fuel-hydraulic fluid heat ex-
changers located in the system reservoirs. A list of unique features and
overall system comments for the XB-70 and F-III, respectively, was prepared
by Ramby and Patch, Ref. 9, and is presented below.
XB-70
(1) Vehicle capabilities are the most advanced to date of aircraft
having been demonstrated 9y actual flight test, with cruise speeds
of 2000 mph at an altitude of 13 miles. Maximum vehicle surface
temperatures reach 6750F.
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1
(2) The design objectives were concluded to be: minimum weight, maximum
reliability, and environmental compatibility.
(3) flight control system design details:
(a) Hydraulic systems:	 initially Oronite 8200 fluid, later to be
replaced by fluid 70. (Choice based upon five properties -
viscosity, bulk modulus, thermal stability, lubricity, and
weight)
(b) Fluid operating characteristics: 400 psi - (-)65 O F to (+)450OF
	
'	 peak temperature capability of 630OF
(c) Total system hydraulic horsepower potential: 2000 hp
(d) Total primary flight control system hydraulic horsepower
potential:	 1000 hp
(e) The stall forces of some of the actuators exceed 316,000 lb
(f) Actuators used: (1) 85 total linear actuators, with 39 being
used in the primary flight control system, and (2) 44 fixed
angle axial-piston, constant-torque and variable-torque, hydrau-
lic motors
(g) All hydraulic valves operated electrically are ac, 400-cycle,
110-volt, nonrectified, solenoid type valves, with flow capa-
cities ranging from 0.25 to 70 gpm
(h) Significant breakthrough in valve area with development of pure
ac solenoid for operation in small space, lightweight, and high
ambient (630 0 F) application
49 (i) Hydraulic fluid temperature is controlled by fluid to fuel heat
exchangers located in the system reservoirs, heat exchanger
flows are 650-lb/min fuel and 145-gpm primary flight control
system fluid with a heat transfer of 19,500 .Btu/min
(j) The development of a new pump/motor unit which is capable of
being used as the engine starting motor and as the hydraulic
prover source
(k) The master-slave pump concept was used to decrease the self-
generated heat within the system
(1) The greatest single development achievement was the successful
design and testing of metallic seals
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(I) The most significant flight control specification is extreme reli-
ability with fail operational capability.
(2) System specifications also require a high degree of resolution, with
low deadband characteristics.
(5) Flight control system design details:
(a) riye-aulic system MIL-H-5606 fluid
(b) First application of a hydraulic logic, failure correcting,
redundant, series actuators
(c) Servovalves receive digital electrical signals directly from
the PFCS computer
yd) Completely fly-by-wire wing spoiler controls
(e) Temperature specification, -65 17 to 275OF
3.4.2 Component Design Trends
Although hydraulic pumps and motors have become appreciably lighter as a
result of improved materials and design improvements, specific SST require-
ments of higher efficiency in conjunction with higher operating temperatures
may offset the potential saving. in William's investigation of SST hydraulic
requirements (Ref. 16),comparison of existing and estimated motors and pumps
was compiled as shown in Figure 3-18. The development effort suggested is a
renewed effort to lower the specific weight while maintaining the higher opera-
tional temperature.
Because current jet transports and future supersonic transports have
higher	 power	 requirements,	 larger	 pumps than currently manufactured will
	 be
required.	 Figure	 3-19	 presents	 nominal pump performance in	 the higher	 flow
ranges	 considering	 life and power	 loss as well	 as weight. Initial	 tradeoffs
can be made from Figure 3-19 to determine
life,	 power	 loss,	 and weight	 penalties
pump speed and
expected for given
capacity desired vs
`Flow and system
pressure requirements.
One approach (Ref. 13), suggested that active cooling of the fluid be
provided to minimize the temperature problems associated with the hydraulic
system. The largest available heat sink on-board the SST is the fuel supply.
A possible way of utilizing this heat sink for hydraulic fluid cooling is the
"Dual Return" system shown in Figure 3-20. Cooling systems definitely merit
further study and development as one technique to minimize the severity of
the SST crsated environment.
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I3.4.3 Fly-by-Wire Flight Control
A significant advancement in the state of the art will be a.:;iieved when
the fly-by-wire (FBW)' flight control system technique receives acceptance.
The transmission line considerations discussed above will also achieve new
significance and can be traded off against electrohydraulic and hydraulic-
hydraulic systems in conjunction with FBW flight control system.
Paul Blatt (Ref. 17) lists the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory
definition or fly-by-wire as follows:
'	 (a) EPFCS Electrical Primary Flight Control System--a flight control
system mechanization wherein the pilot's control commands are trans-
mitted to the moment or force producer only via electrical wires.
(b) FBW--an electrical primary flight control system employing feedback
such that vehicle motion is the controlled parameters
(c) Pseudo FBW--a FBW flight control system with a normally disengaged
mechanical backup.
An FBW flight control system entails replacing the mechanical linkages
between the pilot's stick and the control surface actuators by electrical
signal wires. The electrical wiring simplifies the complex mechanical cable
and linkage install.ation problems which have arisen as a result of the high
performance requirements. Included in the FBW concept is a high authority
feedback system which prevents the pilot from inducing flight control errors
in the transonic region. The feedback authority is of critical importance in
many high performance aircraft since they are only marginally stable and uncon-
trollable over a significant portion of the flight envelopes (Ref. 17),
A typical example of a FBW-simplified flight control system is depicted
in Figures 3-21 and 3 -22 for a portion of the F-III system. Figure 3-21 shows
the existing mechanical system in which 114 bearing points alone are required.
Compared with the equivalent, nonredundant FBW system shown in Figure 3-22,
evident simplification is achieved.
Fly-by-wire concepts are currently being considered by McDonnell-Douglas,
Sperry, and Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory. Space vehicles have uti-
lized the FBW concept as have the XV-4 and X-15. The Concorde will utilize
the concept.
3.4.4 Integrated Power Packages
Another area which merits further study and development is integrated
power packages. The two ;p rimary designs which fall within this category are
the hydraulic servo-actuator and the pneumatic servo-actuator. Of the two,
the hydraulic system appears to offer the greater advantages, although the
pneumatic can be considered for emergency or standby purposes as well as low
power, low response applications.
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Figure 3-22. Equivalent Fly-by-Wire System (Ref. 17)
Several manufacturers have successfully designed and built integrated
hydraulic servo-actuators. Boulton Paul Aircraft Limited (Ref. 18) has
created the packaged system with its own self-contained hydraulic system
powered by an electrically driven pump. A basic feature of this unit is that
the power demanded fruin the aircraft electrical system for the electric motor
is almost proportional to the power output required from the control surface.
A holding command signal, therefore, minimizes the electrical power required.
The Boulton Paul unit features a mechanical linkage to the pilot's con-
trol stick, but the mechanical linkage could be replaced or supplemented by
the FBW approach. The packaged concept was first used in 1939 to power air-
craft gun turrets of British and American aircraft such as the Defiant, Hali-
fax, Roe, Hudson, Ventura, and Liberator. It has also been used to operate
control surfaces of the Boulton Paul delta research aircraft, Pill and P120,
the Saunders Roe "Princess," and the Vickers "Valiant" aircraft.
Another manufacturer, Hydraulic Research and Manufacturing Company ., has
developed an integrated hydraulic serve-actuator package which is operationally
used for nozzle actuation on the Polaris missile. Development of similar units
suitable for long mission aircraft requirements is expected to begin shortly.
f3.4.5 Summary
Future improvements of hydraulic systems will involve two major areas:
technology and economics. From the technical standpoint, the hydraulic
systems approach must be developed to provide (1) compatibility with extreme
environmental exposure -- primarily temperature, (2) improved reliability to
meet more stringent requirements, (3) faster acting failure correcting com-
ponents, and (4) higher response rates for components and systems. Economi-
cally, development effort must (1) reduce weight of both systems and compon-
ents, (2) reduce required volume on installation envelope sizes, (3) improve
overall efficiency by minimizing installed horsepower to required horsepower,
and (4) consider power supply sharing techniques for peak load requirements.
Overall systems improvement will be enhanced by the incorporation of the
FBW concept in conjunction with the integrated servo actuator technique. The
FBW concept minimizes the flight control system complexity and improves the
reliability and fail/operate capability. The integrated servo actuator pack-
ages simplify the design and installation problems; minimize transmission line
distance; and enable remote, thermally protected locations.
3.5 POWER TRANSMISSION SYSTEM COMPARISON
3.5.1 Mechanical Systems
The distribution of power to the output members of an actuation system
is provided by mechanical drives. It consists of high speed, low torque
power transmission through a rotating shaft. The delivered power must then
be converted to high-torque, relatively low-speed output at the surface to
be controlled. The components involved in this sequence include a coupler
linking the power source to the _mechanical system, a mechanical servo, trans-
mission components, and the actuator	 Included under transmission components
are gear boxes, bearings, shafts, couplings, etc. The addition by the flight
control mechanism of pushrods, bell cranks, and other relatively heavy linkages
to the system effects a bulky assembly. For example, the F-III pitch/roll
system has 114 bearing points that are required to support the linkages. The
B-70 flight control system is even more complex than the F-III, and helicopter
systems are also very complex.
The use of mechanical actuation and flight control systems is becoming
more limited as current and future aircraft increase in size, power requirements,
and speed. As power transmission lines increase in length along with higher
power requirements, the use of mechanical drives becomes less attractive.
There is also the problem of poor response and accuracy associated with the
mechanical servo component. Although the claim for high reliability is often
made for mechanical actuation systems and controls, it has not been demonstrated,
especially under the duty cycle and environmental conditions of primary flight
"	 control system requirements.
Isolated examples of recent development programs, however, indicate
interest in developing improved mechanical systems and components. Lycoming
has provided a 600 O F constant speed drive for the North American Rockwell,
u
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USAF HOTELEC program. Subsequently this mechanical principle was applied to
an integrated hydraulic and electric power and starting system for the
Republic "Swallow" drone and the Douglas A4D aircraft.
'
	
	 The United Shoe Machinery Corporation has developed a harmonic gear
drive mechanical actuator which has been licensed to Bendix Eclipse-Pioneer
Division for application to aircraft actuation systems, specifically the Bell
X-22A aircraft.	 Curtiss-Wright, Propeller Division,(Ref. 8) has developed
an epicyclic gear train mechanical actuator which has been used for the XB-70
wing fold actuator.
It is doubtful that mechanical systems will ever be developed to the
degree required for effective competition with other forms of power transmission
and controls. Mechanical systems have advantages and disadvantages, however,
which must be considered if an optimum system is to be developed for future
aircraft. These are summarized below.
•
	
	 Advantages--Hi_;h stiffness, no fluids (except lubrication), no
sealing problems, low weight (power transmission), and direct
coupling
•	 Disadvantages--Complex installation (controls especially), heavy
(controls), poor response, poor accuracy, inherent wear, heat
generation, low reliability (servo), increased volume required,
and subject to thermal expansion and flexing
Utilization of mechanical systems on future aircraft will probably be
limited to short distance power transmission from the prime mover. Mechanical
flight controls, actuation systems, and long distance power transmission does
not a ppear feasible.
3.5.2 Pneumatic Systems
Interest in pneumatics has arisen primarily in an effort to alleviate the
problems presently associated with hydraulics: namely high temperature.
Although the basic components of a pneumatic system are similar to those
of a hydraulic system, the characteristics are significantly different for
three primary reasons (Ref. 9).
(a) The flow through an orifice in a pneumatic valve becomes sonic with
large pressure differentials.
(b) The compressibility and lower viscosity of the gas result in higher
discharge coefficients and leakages.
(c) The compressibility of the gas requires servo valve design techni-
ques that give good bandwidth and stiffness.
One pneumatic component that is substantially different from the hydrau-
lic counterpart is the power source. Pneumatic power is realistically obtained
by a number of practical means, some of which are listed below:
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(a) Compressed gas storage
(b ),	 Power plant bleed air
(c) Gas generator
Solid propellant
Liquid bipropellant
Liquid monopropellant
(d) Air compressors
(e) Ducted ram air
(f) Cryogenic storage bottles
(g) Chemical	 decomposition
Selection of the gas power source requires knowledge of the application
from both a quantity and	 time standpoint.	 In addition,
	 the system pressure
bevel is an	 important consideration.	 From the standpoint of primary power on
supersonic aircraft,	 air	 compressors
	
(possibly	 ram-air	 fed) will	 probably
prove to be the most
	
practical
	 solution.	 Although bleed air is	 readily	 avail-
able from the power	 plant compressors,	 it has been estimated to cost three
times
shaft
the
power
range penalty	 in pounds of extra	 fuel	 required as
drive of a compressor.
compared with
Power control in a pneumatic system is accomplished in the same component
as in a hydraulic system. Pneumatic servo valves are available in several
component types including flapper, poppet, jet pipe, sliding-plate, and spool.
The poppet and sliding-plate designs are the most desirable since the flapper
and jet-\pipe both have high quiescent flow and are suitable to only relatively
low power levels, while the spool design tolerances are sensitive to contaminants.
Another	 technique worthy of 	 additional	 study	 is	 the fluidic amplifier.
Adaptation of this concept to provide the servo function would greatly reduce
the complexity of	 the servo and eliminate many of the moving parts.
	 Many
companies	 have actively studied fluidics
	
for some time and
	
the applications
appear to be widespread.4
r
The pneumatic power output device
	 is usually a rotary device, but can be
a	 linear	 actuator	 similar	 to the hydraulic actuator. 	 The primary	 reason a
rotary device	 is	 utilized	 is to enable	 incorporation of a gear-set which adds
stiffness to the actuator.	 The rotary devices consist of rotary-piston motors,
cam-piston motors, 	 gear motors,
	 rack and pinion motors,
	 nutating-disc motors,
and rotary vane motors.	 Considering the requirements of future aircraft,
	 the
nutating-disc motor and the cam-piston motor designs offer the greatest poten-
tial
	 for continued development.
M
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Pneumatic systems have received development interest primarily because
they are more readily adaptable to high temperature operation and to a wide
range of environments. Pneumatic systems, however, lack stiffness and response
without extensive system design complexity due to compressibility of the gas.
If, by design complexity, system stiffness is achieved, then system stability
becomes a problem due to stiction. Applications of pneumatic systems, there-
fore, have been limited to functions of a secondary power nature.
Again, as in mechanical systems, pneumatics have received isolated develop-
ment interest. The most noteworthy example is the all-pneumatic flight control
and actuation system development by Bendix (Ref. II) and General Dynamics. The
hardware design problems encountered in this program make it uncertain whether
an all-pneumatic flight control system could be develcoed to meet the require-
ments of the supersonic transport. Pneumatic actuaticll systems will undoubtedly
find application where dynamic performance is less critical or extreme environ-
ments are obtained. This type of application is exemplified by the actuators
used to reverse the thrust of the propulsion engines.
'	 3.5.3 Electrical Systems
Electric systems have been described in detail in other sections of this
'	 report. Conventionally, the primary source of electrical power is usually
obtained from generators CSD-driven from the accessory pad of the aircraft
main power plant or from an accessory power plant or gearbox. However, Lock-
heed proposed a variable-voltage, variable-frequency system in their Phase I
proposal for the commercial supersonic air transport (Ref. 12). The primary
reason for the selection was the initial high percentage power-proportional-
to-speed characteristics of the driven equipment. Uniquely associated with
this design was the potential usage of the generators as starter motors for
the main engines of the aircraft. The system offered simplicity in design of
both the engine installation and secondary power systems since no hydraulic
OF	 lines were ducted into the nacelle.
As a result of other changes	 in	 the SST design such as replacement of the
Freon environmental	 system with
	
an air-cycle system,	 the demand for constant
frequency	 power	 increased to a	 level	 at which	 the variable-frequency,	 variable-
voltage generators were no	 longer applicable.	 Therefore,	 the Lockheed Phase
IIA design represented the more conventional 	 approach of constant speed drive
electrical	 power.
Electrical	 actuators	 are suitable for applications where moderated	 loads
and moderate	 respo:,.-e are required with 	 low stiffness and	 low torque-to-inertia
ratios.
	
These disadvantages and the weight penalty, however, may be offset by
requirements for reduced envelope,	 reduced maintenance and	 lower cost factors.
3.5.4	 Comparison
In a study by McJones and Gangnath (Ref. 	 13), comparisons were made of
various	 system weights and efficiencies as functions of the power delivered.
The power conversion unit weights are presented 	 in Figure 3-23;
	 the effici-
encies are presented	 in Figure 3-24.	 These data were determined on the basis
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of a group of representative engine specifi,-ations including a design at Mach
3 operation (although not the specific SST engines), and are believed to be
applicable to the SST. From the power conversion standpoint, the hydraulic
system has both a hi gher efficiency and a lower specific weight than either
electrical or pneumatic system.
Hydraulic system power transmission is reasonably competitive as shown in
Figure 3-25, but the efficiency of power transmission drops off rapidly with
increasing distance. Figure 3-26.
A qualitative summary of the comparison of the four systems, i.e., mechan-
ical, hydraulic, pneumatic, and electrical, is presented in Table 3-5.
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TABLE 3-5
SUMMARY OF SYSTEMS CAPABILITY
Factors Mechanical Hydraulic Pneumatic Electrical
Load
Magnitude Moderate- Full Light	 to Light	 to
unassisted range moderate moderate
I
Rate High High Moderate Moderate
Response High High Fair Fair
Accuracy Fair Good Fair Fair
Stiffness High High Poor Poor
Stability Good Good Fair Fair
Inertia Insensitive Insensitive Sensitive Sensitive
Installation	 Envelope
Volume Large Moderate Moderate Minimum
Accessability Poor to Fair Fair Good
fair
Environment
Temperature Thermal Sensitive Insensitive Sensitive
Expansion
Sensitive
Low ambient pressure Insensitive Insensitive Insensitive Sensitive
Reliability rood Good Fair Fair
Growth Potential Poor Good Good Good
Development Risk High Moderate High Moderate
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4.	 POWER GENERATION
4.1 POSSIBLE GENERATING SYSTEMS
This section describes and compares
electromechanical conversion processes.
continue to be used for aircraft electric
there is an expected breakthrough in the
or dense energy-storage devices. The pro
the methods of obtaining power via
The electromechanical processes will
power generation in the future unless
technology of exotic energy sources
cesses discussed in this section are:
Constant-speed ;
 constant-frequency (CSCF) (ac output)
Variable-speed, constant-frequency (VSCF) (ac output)
Cycloconverter
Dc link
Rotating inverter system (ac output)
Synchronous
Line-commutated
Wild-frequency system (ac output)
Dc system (dc output)
Figure 4-1 shows simplified block diagrams for the systems. They use a
similar type of generator which, in each case, is the conventional rotating
rectifier machine. Only for the CSCF system the alternator operates at a
fixed speed. For the remaining systems the alternator operates over a varying
input speed range.
The alternator can be used to provide a variable output frequency of rela-
tively high level for feeding a cycloconverter that converts the .input to a low
level constant frequency (VSCF cycloconverter system). The do link VSCF system
rectifies the alternator output to do power which is then inverted to ac power
at a constant frequency. The rotating inverter systems use two rotating machines
to provide the ac output power. Synchronous inversion is a do link process in
which do is obtained by rectification of the engine-driven alternator output.
A second rotating machine converts the do to the desired ac output. This
machine exhibits the characteristics of both a synchronous ac and a do machine.
Slip-rings and brushes, however, are required.
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The line-commutated rotating inverter concept is very similar to the
rotating synchronous inverter system except that brushes and slip-rings are
eliminated by solid-state commutation.
A wild frequency system does not modify the alternator output other than
to control the voltage. 	 In such a system, most of the utilization equipment
will be designed to accommodate the frequency variations. A portion of the
loads will be supplied with special rectification inversion packages. The do
system will consist of an alternator and a rectifier bank.
4.2 GENERATION EQUIPMENT ON EXISTING AIRCRAFT
A typical modern day installation for a four-engine airplane requires
that four identical gear boxes be installed in the wing, one for each engine.
A drive shaft and a power disconnect coupling will connect the gearbox to the
engine power takeoff pad. The gearbox provides mounting pads for installation
of an air turbine for engine start, a generator (or generator constant-speed
drive combination) for the electrical system, one or two hydraulic pumps for
the hydraulic system, and an air compressor for the pneumatic system. The
gearbox usually incorporates a cooling system that includes a gear-driven air
blower and an oil-to-air heat exchanger for cooling the gearbox and the acces-
sories. The engine speed range for all operating conditions usually varies
over a ratio two to one, hence the mechanical power off the engine accessory
gear gearbox changes accordingly.
In addition to determining the quantity or capacity of the electrical
system, the variety of loads is a major contributing factor in establishing
the quality and characteristics of the electrical power generated. The con-
tinuous trend toward automatic functions and more elaborate electronic systems
has dictated a need for closer tolerances for portions of the electric power.
It thus appears practical and sometimes necessary to consider regulating the
generating power to a closer tolerance rather than providing filters and smooth-
ing chokes, frequency converters, etc., for each electronic equipment or system.
On the other hand it seems wasteful to generate great quantities of electric
power at fairly close tolerances for the heating, de-icing, lighting, and motor
loads that make up for nearly 90 percent of ;]I the power consumption apparatus.
It is apparent that there exists an optimum power characteristic tolerance that
will affect a minimum weight electrical system and hence a minimum weight air
vehicle.
4.2.1	 Generating Systems in Use
Several aircraft generation systems are in use today. Many of the small,
old aircraft are equipped with one or more 28 vdc generators connected to a
common busbar. Conventional shunt-wound, compensated, commutator-brush gener-
ators are used. Some planes use 110 vdc rather than 28 vdc. Wild frequency
200-v alternators are also used in combination with the do system to supply
heating loads. However, the established generating system for modern aircraft
is the constant frequency, 200-v, three-phase ac system.
IThe CSCF system remains the standard approach for obtaining constant
frequency by turning a synchronous alternator at constant speed. In the last
15 years, there have been significant improvements in the development of con-
stant speed drives. The geared differential drive is a recent concept that
has increasfl^d reliability and reduced weight by one half. The constant output
speed delivered by these speed drive unit has been increased from a typical
6000 to 12,000 rpm to accommodate lighter alternator designs. The speed limit
for the present frequency standard of 400 Hz is set by a two-pole machine that
would turn at 24,000 rpm.
4.2.2 Rotating Generators
Various types of generators can be used in the conventional,CSCF electric
power system. The salient pole rotating rectifier generator is used most
often because of its inherent advantages in weight, size, performance, and
efficiency. Other types of generators offer the advantage of eliminating
rotating rect a;iers as well as rotating windings. Some typical solid rotor
generators are• the Bekey-Robinson-Lundell, the doubled-ended inductor, the Rice
and the Inductor-Lundell inductor. These types, however, are longer, heavier,
and less efficient; they exhibit poorer performance because their leakage
reactan	 is higher than that of the conventional machine. They are, however,
best suited for high-speed applications or for extreme environmental conditions.
Fielure 4-2 compares the weight and operating speed of several 400-Hz
generators. All generators are 60 kva rated and satisfy typical overload
requirei'nents. They are oil cooled machines with 300 O F maximum oil inlet
tempera_ure and permanent magnet pilot generators for self sufficiency. The
generators are single-bearing designs because it was assumed that the output
bearing of the constant speed drive would be used to support the input end of
the generator rotor. The overload requirement of 3 PU zero power factor load
at rated voltage results in all solid rotor generators being larger and heavier
because their excessive field flux linkage requires a greater excitation
increase for a given load increase. As a result the nonconventional generator
must be built for a larger rating than required so that it does not operate in
the saturated region. Minimum generator weight is indicated at approximately
12,000 rpir,. A slight weight increase is associated with speed increase toward
24,000 rpm because of the existing mechanical and magnetic unbalance of the
solid rotor generator and the requirement for containing the rotating field
windings on the conventional generator. In addition to weight disadvantage,
solid rotor generators have a slower transient respon_e. Since these generators
inherently have a higher value of transient reactance than conventional genera-
tors, the higher transient reactance will cause a higher initial voltage
deviation during load switching and distrubances and a longer time to return
to rated voltage. This, together with a slower change in flux, results in a
longer recovery time for the nonconventional generator.
The following tabulation compares the leakage reactance and response
time of four solid rotor-type generators to the conventional salient pole
rotatinq rectifier machine.
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Figure 4-2. 60-kva Generator Weight vs Speed
for 400-Hz Output
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Bekey-Robinson & Rice
Inductor-Lundell inductor
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Leakage Reactance
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Resoonse Time
1.0
1.7
2.5
2.8
Unless extreme temperature conditions make the application of solid rotor
generators mandatory, the best suited generator for a CSCF s;stem is the con-
ventional machine with respect to weight, size, and performance. Because this
generator approaches its design limit at 22,000 ft/min top speed, its rating
and size are confined unless an additional weight penalty for structure enforce-
ment or odd shape generator construction is accepted. Figure 4-3 indicates a
broad limit for generator operating speed vs rating.
If the generator design were unconstrained by the load requirements,
increasing the voltage would probably increase weight gradually and reduce
efficiency. If the rotational speed could be increased (present CSD design
is limited to a 12,000-rpm output) to the generator peripheral speed limit,
the CSD output would rotate at 18,000 rpm. The optimum generator would have
eight poles with an output frequency of 1200 Hz.
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Figure 4-3. Alternator Rotating Speed, Tip Speed and
Power Output Relationship
4.3 CURRENT TECHNOLOGY GENERATION SYSTEMS UNDER DEVELOPMENT
1	 4.3.1 VSCF System
A variable-speed constant-frequency (VSCF) generating system converts
variable shaft speed to constant electrical frequency by electrical means,
i.e., by using only one full-power-rated rotating electrical machine.
A VSCF system has better performance than a CSCF system. Among the VSCF
improvements are:
(a) Precise frequency control
(b) Better voltage regulation and phase balance because of individual
phase regulation
(c) Much shorter transient response times
(d) Less	 transient excursion amplitudes
(e) Better parallel	 system capabilities
At present,the VSCF system is heavier than a corresponding CSCF system.
The VSCF system of	 the future will	 have	 reduced weight and size.
	 This will
be accomplished by:
(a) Higher generator rotational	 speeds
(b) Direct mounting of equipment on engine and accessory pads that
deliver optimum generator speeds
(c)	 Continued improvements	 in the component designs of the converter and
filter	 unit
(d)	 Widespread use of	 integrated circuit techniques	 in converter
programming and control
	
circuits
The following material	 describes the design and performance of both the
VSCF cycloconverter and the do-link systems.	 A	 latest version of the do-link
VSCF system is the Learverter,	 developed by Lear Jet.	 Because of the lack of
information,	 ^.he Learverter	 is	 not	 discussed at	 this time.
4.3.1.1	 VSCF Cycloconverter System
The major components of a VSCF cycloconverter electric power system are:
a high frequency variable speed alternator, a static frequency changer, a
filter, and associated control
	
and protection circuitry. 	 The minimum input
frequency to the frequency changer should be at least.three times the required
output frequency of the converter to reduce the task of filtering the result-
ant output waveform.	 Generator shaft speed must therefore be a high value
to obtain low generator weights. 	 The frequency changer consists of a numberof
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switches that are closed and opened in such a manner as to fabricate a low
frequency output from a number of high frequency waves. The process of opening
and closing the switches produces a jagged lo:v-frequency wave that is smoothed
by the filter (Figure 4-4). The switches are thyristors (SCR's) which in a
typical configuration are arranged in six groups with each of three SCR's
connected in 3-phase half-wave circuits.
REFERENCE WAVE
INPUT VOLTAGE ON ACTIVE RECTIFIERS
Figure 4-4. Simplified Description of Sine Wave Firing
The programming of the firing impulses for the SCR's is derived primarily
from two voltage signals: a square wave and a sawtooth wave. The precise,
controlled, 400-Hz square wave reference signal is generated by a square wave
oscillator. The amplitude of the square wave is clipped in response to a
signal from the converter voltage regulator to maintain constant voltage at
the converter output under varying load conditions. The clipped square wave
is then filtered to give a sine wave which is fed into a phase splitter to
produce three equal voltages 120-deg phase d y placed. The voltages are ampli-
fied to the required power level to supply a modulator.
The sawtooth wave is derived from the generator line to line voltage. A
circuit exhibiting a generator impedance analog is fed by current transformers
from the generator output. The circuit produces a voltage that is equal to
the generator internal voltage drop. This voltage is added to the terminal
voltage to produce the air-gap voltage or the "voltage behind commutating
reactance" and is clipped and integrated to produce the sawtooth firing wave.
The magnitude of the sawtooth wave is regulated by automatically adjusting
the rate of charging the integrating capacitor.
Because only the ramp section of the sawtooth wave is active in firing
the SCR's, it is necessary to inhibit the region between ramps. This inhibit
signal is obtained from the square wave used to gate the integrator. Figure
4-5 shows how the modulated sawtooth wave initiates the firing pulses when
reaching the threshold. Figure 4-6 shows a typical schematic of a cycloconverter.
The frequency changer power supply requirement is that the minimum
frequency ratio (generator output to system frequency) be at least three to
one and that generator subtransient reactance be low (0.1 to 0.3 per unit,
maximum). The first requirement is necessary for a practical output filter
design; the second is necessary to minimize the commutation effect when
switching from one input phase to the other. The converter is a nonlinear
load to the generator. Phase retarding, necessary to shape the output voltage
wave, results in a low-power factor for the generator that requires a 40 to
60 percent higher generator rating than system rating. Since solid rotor
generators exhibit high internal reactance, they are not particularly suited
from an efficiency standpoint for the application. To produce a high-frequency
output of wound rotor machines at moderate speeds, the number of poles increases
considerably. (A recent generator design requires 22 poles for an operating
speed range of 6000 to 12,000 rpm.) Further weight increase results from the
major design change in the electromagnetics and the provision for 6-phase
generator output (for better utiSization factor).
The cycloconverter VSCF generator is estimated to be up to 80 percent
heavier than the constant speed generator for the same system rating because
of the low power factor operation.
4.3.1.2 Dc-Link VSCF System
l iqure 4-7 shows a do-link VSCF system; the output waveforms are shown in
Figu,	
-8. A simplified do-link VSCF system is shown in Figure 4-9; its
waveform:, are given in Figure 4-10. Both systems consist of a generator,
inverter, and rectifier.
4.3.1.2.1 Generator
Since the generator has to furnish rated power, including overload capacity,
to the system for all input speed conditions, its size will have to be deter-
mined for the low speed. The generator output is rectified and the obtained
do power serves as input to the static inverter. Because the generator feeds a
rectifier bank, a low generator reactance is desirable for minimum commutation
losses. For this reason, generator ratings are typically about 10 percent
higher than the system rating.
Conventional salient pole rotating rectifier generators are presently
used for the do-link application for efficiency and because only limited
experience with other types for long-term, high-speed operations has been
obtained.
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Figure 4-5. Schematic of High Frequency Wave Firing
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4.3.1.2.2 Static Converter
Inverters and filters comprise various combinations of semiconductors)
magnetics, capacitors, and hc--' transfer systems. With presently known
materials applied in the latest desi!)n of components, the weight relationships
presented in the following paragraphs exist. These are expressed in terms
of electrical parameters tl^^ 'Qkt are readily calculable in assessing various
approaches '^-o the optimum design of the inverter/filter.
4.3.1-2.2.1	 Static Converter
Semiconductors have extremely low weight in terms of lb/kva. Their method
of use does not usually influence the total weight of the system. For example,
One 235 amp SCR with hardware (z6 kva) weigh 5 oz
Four 55 amp SCR's with hardware (;tj6 kva) weigh 13 oz
4.3-1.2.2.2 Cooling System
Using high efficiency, staggered fin-heat exchangers and high efficiency,
high-speed fans, weights of cooling systems for an ambient temperature of 550C
are typically from 2 to 5 lb/kw removed with SCR's at 3-1/2 to 5, pc.,ver diodes at
2-1/2 to 3-1/2, magnetics at 2 to 3, and capacitors at 2 to 3 lblieliN removed.
These weights are for systems employing multiple fans, including one redundant
fan. The redundancy is necessary to prevent the MTBF of the whole Static system
from being degraded. The volume of the cooling system is 100 to 400 cu in./kw
removed.
4.3.1.2.2.3 Magnetic Components
Magnetic components are the heaviest components per kva	 rating required
in any	 inverter or filter. For a given rating and frequency the transformer
is	 about	 1.4	 times heavier than a	 reactor.	 Furthermore, magnetic components
have higher	 losses per kva than SCR's or capacitors, and these losses add
loading and weight to the required cooling system.
	
The weight of a well-
designed 400-Hz, 3-phase transformer for 60 kva and 97-percent efficiency is
between 70 and 80 lb;	 the added weight of the cooling system to remove 	 1.8 kw
is	 4	 to 5	 lb.
A prime requirement in the approach to the design of minimum weight
inverter/filters is to minimize the requirements for magnetic functions. To
obtain good filtering and EMI suppresion, magnetics typically weigh 2 to 4
lb/kva and require 3 to 6 cu in./kva. The following relations evaluate the
weight of magnetics.
a^awaliry AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY	 68-4176(2)
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(a) Specific Weight vs Kya
A common empirical formula used by electric machine designer is that
Machine weight «	 3/4g	 (kva rating)
Dividing the formula by kva,
lb/kva = (kva)-1/4
This shows chat the specific weight of electric machines decreases as the Iva
rating increases. The above relation is shown in Figure 4-11.
(b) Weight vs Fre uenc
For a given kva rating efficiency,and temperature rise, the weight of
magnetics varies with frequency approximately as
Weight c-	 1 (4-I)Wr
This relation is shown in Figure 4-12. This is an empirical formula
used by designers for estimating weight of magnetics. Its validity can
be verified by transformer design formulas, since transformers and choke coils
are important components of magnetics.
In "Transformers for Electronic Circuits" by N. R. Grossner, (McGraw Hill,
1967), eq (5.9), p. 110.
Power	 (frequency )0,76 (temperature rise) 0,63
 for a given
transformer
For constant temperature rise and a given size
Power = (frequency) 0.76
However, as explained 5efore;
Weight m (power )3/4
or	 Power « (weight)4/3
Combining equations (4-3) and (4-4) , for a transformer of any size
Power « (weight) 4/3 (frequency) 0.76
For a given power rating, i.e., power equals constant,
(4-2)
(4-3)
1(4-4)
(weight) 4/3 (frequency) 0 ' 76 = constant
............. _
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the above equation can be written as:
Weight « (frequency)-0.76 x 3/4 : (frequency)-0.57
This aigrees approximately with equation (4-1).
(c) Weight vs Efficiency
Ana`her empirical formula used by transformer designers relating weight
and efficiency for a given kva rating is:
I
Weight « (1-x)2/3
where T is the efficiency.
This formula can also be used to estimate the change in weight vs effi-
ciency for magnetics. Again, this empirical formula can be verified by equa-
tion (4-2). Combining equations (4-2) and (4-4) and letting f = constant;
W
Power « (weight )4/3 (temperature rise)0,63
However, temperature rise can be expressed as:
temperature rise cc 	 losses
dissipating surfaces
(4-5)
(4-6)
and
losses = (power) (1-T)
	
(4-7)
where	 11 = efficiency
The dissipating surface is related to the size of the transformer
approximately as
Surface « (volume)2/3
« (weight)2/3
Substituting relations (4-7) and (4-8) into (4-6):
(4-8)
Temperature rise « (power) (1-11) 	 (4-9)
(weight) 2/3
oA we AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY
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C
Substituting equation (4-9) into equation (4-5):
4/3 (power) 0.63 (1-11)0.63
Power cc	 teight)	 2/3 x 0.63(weight)
If power rating is a constant:
(weighty (I .33 - 0.42) ( I - ,Q) 0.63 = constant
In other words:
(weight)0.91	 I	
0.63
or	
weight	 a	 (I-0 0.69	 (I-^) 2/3
The above relationship between weight and efficiency is given in Figure 4-13.
(d) Weight vs Waveform
For a given value of kva at a fundamental frequency, the weight of a mag-
netic component will be approximately 10 percent lower with the stepped voltage
waveform than with the sinusoidal waveform.
Compare the voltage forms applied to transformers shown in Figure 4-14.
Let the amplitude of the sinusoidal wave be 1.0. For the same rms value, the
amplitude of the 120-deg stepped wave will be T12. The peak magnetic fluxes
in the transformer cores are proportional to the volt-secs or areas under the
voltage waves. Thus:
Volt-sec of sinusoidal wave cc 2
Volt-sec of 120-deg stepped wave Q 7T/,,/3
The ratio of the magnetic fluxes is therefore
Ratio of peak fluxes Sinusoidal 	 2,,F3
	
I	 i1
in transformer coves C Stepped	 - TT
In other words, the area of the transformer core for a 120-deg stepped
wave can be II percent smaller than that for a corresponding sinusoidal wave.
If the core cress-sectional area is smaller, the length of mean turn :;f the
copper winding is"also smaller. Design experience has indicated that the
transformer ror a 120-deg stepped voltage is about 10 percent lighter than that
for a sinusoidal voltage of the same rms value.
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Figure 4-14. Waveforms of Voltage Applied to a Transformer
4.3.1.2.2.4 Capacitors
Except for semiconductors, ac capacitors are the lightest components per
kva. In the voltage range from 140 to 330 vac and the current range from
0.5 to 5 amps per microfarad, the weight of a capacitor is 0.! to 0.2 lb/kva.
The specific weight of capacitors per kva is independent of kva value.
He r, the value of lb/kva increases rapidly as the voltage decreases below
IOC ,Jc, as the frequency decreases below 300 Hz, or as the current decreases
below 0.3 amp per microfarad.
-
	
	 Dc electrolytic capacitors can be evaluated on the basis of ib/kva using
the do rating for voltage and the allowable rms ripple current for amperes.
Minimum weight per kva occurs at voltage ratings above 100 v. The power facto-
-	 of a good electrolytic capacitor is about 5 percent and its maximum operating
• temperature is between 85 0 and 125 0 C. Therefore, to achieve minimum weight
per kva it is essential to provide good cooling to these components. Under
these conditions a value of 0.9 to 1.3 lb/kva is achievable (corresponds to
about 0.007 amp/mf). The volume would be 2 to 4 cu in./kva.
4.3.1.2.2.5 Logi c, Control, and Instrumentation Circuits
With discrete components, the weight of these circuits is less than
r	
0.3 lb/kva of output. Using integrated circuits, the weight is less than
0.1 lb/kva of output. The nombined weight of current and potential transformers
is 2 to 3 lb per phase.
4.3.1.2.2.6 Packaging Structure and _Wiring
In well-designed packages, the weight of structural parts is about 0.2
times the total weight of the electrical components for converters with ratings
of 10 kw and larger. The weight of the wiring is between 2 and 10 percent of
the total electrical component weight, assuming conventional insulated copper
wire. It appears quite feasible to reduce this weight 40 percent by using in-
sulated copper-clad aluminum wiring.
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4.3.2 Rotary Inverter Systems
4.3.2.1 Rotating Synchronous Inverter System
Figure 4-15 shows the basic synchronous inverter system for a single
channel. As in the do-link VSCF system, a variable speed alternator and a
rectifier bank are required. The do power is the input to the synchronous
inverter. The major components are a synchronous inverter, a neutral trans-
former, a voltage regu lator, and a frequency regulator. The performance of
synchronous converter systems is considered equivalent to that of a conventional
CSD system. A disadvantage is that the inverter requires brushes. The weight
is about 3-1/2 lb/kw for a 60 kva system.
4.3.2.1.1 Rotating Synchronous Inverter
The mechanical construction of the synchronous inverter is very similar
to that of a do separately excited generator. In a do machine the armature
winding is connected only to a commutator, while in a synchronous inverter
the armature winding is connected to a commutator and also to a set of slip
rings by means of taps on the armature winding.
Since the field pole structure of a synchronous inverter is excited with
direct current, as in a synchronous alternator, its fundamental character, as
concerns frequency, must be the same as that of any synchronous machine.
:-
	
	 Further, since the field pole structure of the synchronous inverter is separa-
tely excited with direct current, its fundamental character, as concerns speed,a	
must be the same as that of any separately excited do motor. For a given load,
an increase in field excitation will cause a decrease in speed, and a decrease
in field excitation will cause an increase in speed. The output frequency of
a synchronous inverter may be controlled by varying the amount of field excitation.
There is an additional effect on inverter speed (frequency) caused by
changes in the ac load power factor. In a synchronous inverter, the real
component of the load current produces no armature reaction or armature
demagnetizing effect, hence the field excitation requirement remains nearly
constant for a given speed (frequency) over the load range at unity power factor.
The reactive or lagging component of load current, however, produces an armature
demagnatizing effect through armature reaction, and, if not corrected for by
an increase in field excitation, would cause the speed of the machine to increase.
The opposite effect is caused.by a leading power factor load.
7o maintain a
constant by means
causes the inverte
or below the desig
The output voltage
the output frequen
constant system frequency, the speed of the machine is held
of a frequency sensing detector in the control unit, which
r excitation to be varied according to any deviation above
n frequency regardless of the initial cause of such deviation.
of the system is controlled by the generator excitation, and
cy is controlled by the inverter excitation.
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4.3.2.1.E neutral Transformer
In a conventional aircraft alternator system, the center of the wye
connection is made externally through current transformers for differential
fault protection and ground to the airframe, thus establishing a system neutral
or fourth wire. It is important that the line-to-neutral impedance of the
generator be low in order to maintain good phase-voltage symmetry during
unbalanced three-phase loads and to provide adequate fault clearing capability
during single line-to-ground short circuits.
Because the inverter ac connections are in drita, a neutral transform=_=r
is required to establish a system neutral, which is directly grounded to the
airframe. In order to prevent saturation of the neutral transformer during
line-to-neutral faults and unbalanced loads, it is especially designed with
double-wound coils in a "zig-zag" connection. Size, weight, and leakage
reactance are accordingly reduced. The windings of the neutral transformer
are required to conduct only the unbalanced components of the system current.
4.3.2.1.3 Voltage Regulator
The voltage output is maintained constant over the load and power factor
range, and throughout the speed r;;nge cif its associated generator by a static
voltage regulator controlling the ac output of the generator and hence the ac
output of the synchronous inverter. The regulator operates on a variable pulse
width series mode, control'.ing the average do current to the exciter field
of the ac generator. Voltage sensing on a three-phase basis is located on the
synchronous inverter side of the generator circuit breaker (GCB) and at the
input to the power rectifier.
I
	
	
Upon removal of the loud, overvoltage transients are minimized by means
of suppression circuitry consisting of a momentarily switched dummy load
controlled by an error signal from the voltage regulator.
The voltage regulator has the following functions:
Control the output voltage of the synchronous inverter to
115 v rms line-to-neutral
Enable the synchronous inverters to be paralleled without
appreciable unbalance in real load sharing
Limit overcurrent of the generator and synchronous inverter
Accelerate the synchronous inverter ( and its connected load)
on an approximate constant volts-per-cycle ramp up to
synchronous speed
4.3,2.1.4 Frequency Regulator
The frequency output of each synchronous inverters is maintained constant
over the voltage range of its associated generator and over the variations in
magnitude and power factor of the connected load. This is accomplished through
I
I
I
the use of a static frequency
	
regulator controlling the do excitation of the
1 synchronous	 inverter	 field.	 The	 regulator operates	 in the variable pulse width
series mode, and frequency feedback signal 	 is obtained at the synchronous
inverter output.
The frequency	 regulator serves
	
to
Control	 the frequency output of 	 the synchronous	 inverter to 400 Hz.
Enable	 the systems	 to be paralleled without appreciable
unbalance
	
in	 reactive	 load sharing.
There	 is considerable	 interaction between	 the frequency and voltage
regulators.
4.3.2.2	 Line Commutated Rotating	 Inverter System
4.3.2.2.1	 System	 Description
This system	 is an alternate approach 	 to the rotating,synchronous	 inverter
system,	 eliminating	 brushes	 and	 slip-rings.	 Preliminary	 results of	 investiga-
tion suggest that by using the best features of rotating machine technology
and the best features of semiconductor technology this approach offers a good
comb;nation of a brushless machine and a solid-state 	 inverter.	 As shown	 in
Figure 4-16,	 the system consists of two major packages, a generator 	 package
(alternator and rectifier bank) and an 	 inverter	 package	 (synchronous condenser
and	 inverter	 bank).	 A brushless	 rotating	 rectifier	 alternator	 is	 used;	 it has
optimum weight-to-output	 ratio for	 this	 application	 and	 relatively	 simple
design and construction.	 ,
The synchronous condenser supplies 	 reactive power to commutate the
inverter and	 reactive power for the load. 	 An ac line-commutated 	 inverter
transmits power from the do bus to the ac output bus. 	 The power circuit	 is
composed of a three-phase full-wave thyristor bridge. 	 The gates of the
thyristors are fired within the 	 region of o = 90 0	to « =	 150 0	(Figure 4-17).
The flow of energy	 is governed by the	 level of the dc bus and the a angle.
The gates of the thyristors are controlled to establish the 	 required ac output
voltage.	 With a phase delay angle of a =
	
150, a maximum output ac voltage 	 is
obtained.	 As the 01 angle	 is decreased,	 the output ac voltage	 is	 reduced as
shov;n	 in figure 4 -I8.	 The three-phase ac voltages that commutate the converter
thyristors come from the synchronous condenser.
	
The	 initial	 timing that
establishes tEz thyristor firing pulses	 is then derived from the synchronous
condenser.
The system frequency is determined by the synchronous condenser speed,
which	 is controlled directly by	 its	 field current.	 Steady-state frequency
regulation can be as accur.te as 400 ±I	 Hz at the output. 	 The system
voltage is determiner) by the engine mounted generator's field current.
The waveform prodUced by the system is nearly a sinewave requiring little
filtering when compared to the straight do- l ink VSCF system.
	 This system
eliminates the complex and heavy static commutation circuitry and filter
elements,
	
replacin g them with a brushless, 	 high	 reliability,	 cabin-mounted,
rotating machine.
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Figure 4-•18. Variation of Output Volta ge with Angle a per
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4.3.2.2.2 Operation
The variable-frequency, constant voltage output of the engine-driven
alternator
	 is	 rectified by a full-wave bridge of which one 	 leg	 is controllable.
During normal and overload conditions, 	 the half-wave phase-delayed rectifier
is turned on full	 to provide maximum do output voltage. 	 Since the do voltage
has a superimposed ac component with a frequency six times that of the engine-
driven alternator, a smoothing reactor 	 is employed.	 This filtered do power
is then	 input to the lire commutated 	 inverter.
If the synchronous condenser turns at nominal	 speed (12,000 rpm) with
field excitation applied to	 it,	 the ac side of the	 Inverter sees	 three-phase
400-Hz voltage provided by the synchronous machine. 	 This output is also
sampled and properly conditioned to provide firing pulses to the appropriate
thyristors	 in the converter at the rate determined by the synchronous machine.
This enables the	 inverter to conduct line-to-line rectangular blocks of current
which in turn constitute the supply for the synchronous condenser. 	 Because the
back EMF of the rotating machine 	 is also seen by the inverter, natural 	 commutation
takes place.
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IThe synchronous condenser is by its nature an excellent filter, so that
almost pure sine wave output results. Additional filtering, however, is
n?rPSsary for the system output to suppress the total harmonic content below
5 percent.
The synchronous condenser speed is sensed by a magnetic pickup and compared
to a reference. Any deviation from nominal frequency is corrected by increasing
or decreasing the field excitation in the required direction. 	 Increasing the
field reduces frequency, decreasing the field increases system frequency.
In the same way, any decrease in lagging power factor increases frequency,
while leading power tactor loads decrease system frequency.
If two or more line commutated inverter systems are operated in parallel,
control of the field excitation for the generators determines real load power
sharing since control of the excitation for the synchronous condensers would
affect the reactive load division between systems.
4.3.2.2.3 Startu p
Because of the damper windings in the synchronous condenser, the machine
will accelerate asynchronously from rest without field excitation. To ini-
tiate rotation of the machine, the half-wave phase-delayed rectifier bridge
in the generator package is controlled so as to "pulse" the system on. The
pulse repetition rate starts from a low value and is automatically increased.
Simultaneously, each consecutive pulse is applied to alternate pairs of SCR's
in th-- inverter by means of a shift register. The machine speeds up as the
pulse repetition rate increases. When the machine attains a predetermined
speed, which is limited by the reactance in the circuit (dc smoothing reactor),
field excitation is applied and the mode of line commutation for the inverter
replaces the natural commutation of the phase-delayed rectifier. At this time,
the rectifier receives a command signal for full continuous output. Speed is
then regulated by the amount of excitation applied to the machine.
Voltage sensing is obtained as a three-phase average from the point of
regulation. During starting time or absence of the ac system output voltage,
the do-link voltage is kept approximately Id percent above its nominal value.
For this condition, sensing is obtained from the generator output terminals
before rectification.
4.3.2.2.4 Shutdown
A signal derived from the auxiliary PMG generator deenergizes the generator
field and the synchronous inverter field and trips the system circuit breaker
when the prime mover speed goes through the minimum point of the range.
4.3.2.2.5 SCR Driver and Biasing
Thyristor gating in the inverter is controlled by sensing the filtered
output voltage on a line-to-line basis. Zero crossing detectors serve as a
reference for the firing delay angle g which is necessary for inverter operation.
Required phase shifting circuitry, bias, pu l se-forming networks, and amplifica-
tion assure correct timing, adequate pulse freight, and rectangular shape of the
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turn-on signals. Also, an inhibit circuit is incorporated to prevent firing
of any thyristor until its "in-line" SCk has regained its forward blocking
capability. This is a safety measure against a direct short across the do link.
4.3.2.2.6 Synchronous Condenser Reactive Requirements
The reactive power requirement (-f an inverter with suitable regulation
on the ac end is about 0.5 to 0.8 kvar per kw active power supplied to the ac
bus. This kvar is supplied by the synchronous condenser.
Converters, In the inverter mode, operate invariably with a leading power
factor, the value of which is given approximately by
cos 5 + cos 6
	
cosh=	 2
where a and 6 are defined below. Commuta'ion must be completed at least by
an argle of 6 before the voltage changes sign and should be so unjer conditions
of fault and voltage fluctuation.
Two factors influence commutation, the SCR turroff time and the commu-
	
tating reactance. 	 To prevent commutation failure )
 each SCR must be triggered
at an angle S in advance of the voltage zero so that there is still an angle 6
remaining after the completion of the commutation. The angle 6 consists of
two parts: (1) the SCR turnoff time, typically 25 to 50 µs, for inverter
quality semiconductors, corresponding to 3 to 8 deg at 400 Hz; and (2) a margin
of 10 to 15 deg. Thus 60, the minimum angle, is about 20 deg.
The second factor affecting commutation is the commutating reactance of
the converter. From the converter terminals the equivalent reactance is
estimated as 0.10 PU, assuming that the tuned shunts for harmonics on the ac
side are effective. In addition, the synchronous capacitor is so designed as
to shunt some proportion of the harmonic currents and to reduce thereby the
proportion of harmonics on the ac side. Advantage is taken by the low resis-
tance damper windings on the rotor and the low subtransient reactances,
typically 10 to 15 percent.
Figure 4-19 shows how the reactive power requirement of the converter
varies with the advance angle a, assuming no overlap. In reality, the
overlap and the current harmonics' effect on the reactive power of the ac
side complicate the relationship.
If the advance angle, b, is so controlled that the minimum margin of
60 = 20 G
 is maintained over the entire load range, then the reactive power
requirement, and therefore the size of the synchronous condenser becomes minimum.
To find the values of a for the various load levels, the intersections of the
constant 6 = 10 0 line with the constant 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 PU, load curves
have been determined, as shown on the inverter characteristics, Figure 4-20.
When the constant 6 = 20 0
 characteristics were replotted on Figure 4 -21, the
reactive requirement was determined as shown In Figure 4-22. The rating of
the synchronous condenser is then the sum of the reactive requirement of the
converter and the reactive component of the load.
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Figure 4-19. Converter Reactive Requirement vs Advance Angle
4.3.2.2.7 Considerations for Short Circuit and Fault Clearin g
Present requirements for short circuit capability of .;orvent'Iona] aircraft
generating systems are three per unit current output for .:, imlidmum of 5 sec
to operate trip elements of the distribution circuit breaker: :or fault clearing.
A system, having satisfied this transient excursion, is requires; to recover
with a specified time and is not allowed to discontinue supply tt.^ ' - he load bus.
This can be difficult for the system in consideration since, in many cases,
the synchronous condenser will be located remotely from the engine-driven
generator to take advantage of the ability to use do feeders and to allow
getter weight distribution in the airplane and more favorable environment
conditions. Most likely, the installation location of the synchronous con-
denser will be close to the main power shield or the point of regulation in
the system.
An external short circuit then (outside the differential protection zone)
may be very close to the output terminals of the synchronous condenser. The
impedance, viewed from the equipment terminals into the fault may be very
minute or virtually zero. This is not the case Iva th a conventional system
because the generator sees at least the feeder impedance reflected up to the
main distribution center. Further, in the short circuit case; most reactance
is reflected to the source so that the power factor for this condition approaches
zero.
In the short circuit case then, the following is stipulated for the
equipmc-:nt terminals;
(a) Voltage approaching zero
(b) Power factor approaching zero
Zero voltage results in loss of commutation; no commutation means cutoff 6f
supply to the synchronous condenser. Also, zero power 'Factor demands maximum
output of the synchronous machine. It is evident now that the sole energy
source supplying the fault current is the kinet^c energy and the excitation
of the synchronous machine. 14owever, increasing the rotating mass by adding a
flywheel can greatly improve the short circuit current capability.
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4.3.3 High Voltage Oc System
High voltage (300 v to 600 v) do system has many advantages. One of which
is the low distribution weight. A brief discussion of this system is given
below.
4.3.3.1	 Generator
One of	 the most dessrable requirements for generating systems on aircraft
is that of brushless operation. 	 A modern approach for a pure do generating
system (and also for the various do-link systems) 	 is	 that of	 rectifying	 the
output of a variable speed alternator, 	 and keeping the output voltage constant
by	 regulating the generator field.	 Conventional	 wound rotor or salient pole
rotating	 rectifier generators, or also solid	 rotor generators,	 may be used to
supply a three-phase bridge rectifier. 	 This circuit provides double-way
conduction	 in	 the alternator stator windings,	 relatively	 low do ripple,	 and
120-deg conduction	 in the rectifying elements.
The subtransient	 reaction
	
(Xd) of	 the alternator is	 referred to	 in	 recti-
fier terminology as the commutation reactance Xc .	 The presence of this reac-
tance requires a definite time for the phase currents to build up at the
beginning of each conducting period 	 in the phase-voltage cycle,	 and again to
decay to zero in a finite time at the end of the conducting period (Figure 4-23a);
hence,	 commutation no longer occurs 	 instantaneously. 	 As a result,	 the phase-
current wave is altered from the rectangular form in the ideal 	 case (Figure
4-23b),
	
but assumes the shape shown
	 in Figure 4-23c.
There is a voltage loss during commutation (voltage drops from PR to PQ),
that causes a lower do output voltage. To maintain a specified do output
requirement, a higher generator kva is necessary if there is source reactance.
This increases the size and weight of the alternator. The percentage increase
in alternator power rating as a function of the coomutation reactance X c is
shown in Figure 4-24.
4.3.3.2 Rectifier
This section of the static converter rectifies the three-phase ac input
power with a frequency range of approximately two to one, to a 2-wire output,
filters the ripple on the rectified do current by an inductor in one of the
two do leads, performs RFI suppression on ac input lines, and performs surge
suppression on the do voltage when full load is suddenly removed from the
generator.
The rectification and filtering follow standard engineering practice.
The inductance in the rectifier section combined with the capacitance at the
input to the inverter must limit the voltage ripple on the capacitance to less
than I percent in order to limit the modulation of the output ac voltage from
the inverter. The required LC combination is achieved by adopting a relatively
low LC ratio and permitting the do current to be discontinuous at loads less
than about 0.3 PU. With this approach, only a small fraction of the average
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do current is suddenly switched from one ac line to the next. This eases the
problem of RFI suppression on ac lines from the generator.
Recent developments in low voltage spark gaps show good promise for con-
trolling surges to 120 percent of the maximum normal operating level. A
spark gap in series with a resistor for 2 PU load is connected across each
phase of the ac lines. The weight of this form or other similar forms of
surge suppression is about 0.1 lb/kw for three-phase suppressior..
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Figure 4-23. Voltage and Current Waveform in Polyphase Rectifier Circuit
(Two Phases are Illustrated)
e i , e2 = rectified voltage of phase 1,2
1 1 , i 2 = rectified current of phase 1,2
I d = magnitude of rectified output current
p = number of phases
u = angle of overlap
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	 5. POWER CONVERSION
5.1 INTRODUCTION
The variety of loads on an airplane places specific demands on the
generating system which cannot be satisfied by one power source alone without
utilizing power conversion and conditioning equipment. Usually power is gen-
erated at constant frequency and voltage levels. Some loads need high
voltages and frequencies (fluorescent lights); some loads need low voltages
at the same fixed frequency (windshield heat, servos, lights). A number of
loads require do power of various volta ge levels (controls and electronics).
For emergency operation it is also necessary to obtain ac-power from batteries.
A number of conversion components are therefore necessary to change ac-power
to dc-power, do-power to ac-power, and ac or do power of one voltage level to
ac or do power of a different voltage level.
This section presents a general description of the"possible conversion
systems and summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of each. It also
presents parametric curves that can be used to estimate the weight of the
various conversion methods.
5.2 PERFORMANCE GUIDELINES
With low weight and high efficiency as goals for the systems under consid-
eration, general guidelines for performance have been established.
•	 Conversion Voltaqe--Solid-state devices, when operated in their
switching mode, demonstrate a relatively fixed low voltage in their
conducting state that is fairly independent of the current flow
when the devices are operated in their normal regions of safety.
Hence, it is desirable to convert power at the highest possible
system voltage to achieve both higher system efficiencies and lower
equipment weights. The choice of operating voltage, however, must
be compatible with both system requirements and safe operating con-
ditions for available devices.
•	 Circuit Components--Large capacitors and magnetic circuit elements
such as transformers and reactors involve higher weights for unit
power than do most semiconductors. It is therefore desirable to
minimize the use of these heavier components, at least in positions
where they are required to handle large amounts of power and/or low
frequencies.
•	 Power Flow--Series components tend to produce losses and decrease
reliability. For an optimum system, power should be converted from
its initial to its final form with only the operational steps
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necessary to remain within the practical limitations or performance
requirements.
•	 Filtering-- Passive filtering components increase the weight to unit
power ratio of static power conditioning equipment. High power
devices, however, operate in the rapid switch i ng mode for maximum
efficiency. Since the output power is most usable in smooth wave-
forms a certain amount of filtering is generally mandatory. In some
configurations static power conditioning apparatus will present a
rather poor power factor to the power source. The correct choice of
filter, in this instance, may actually improve the overall system
weight to unit power ratio because of a more optimum utilization of
the power source. A similar condition exists with poor power factor
loads. Output filtering that tends to waveshape as well as power
factor correct will allow better utilization of most power conversion
techniques. This can improve the weight and efficiency of a complete
system.
•	 Complexity--It is generally considered beneficial to use complex
switching circuitry so that the desired output waveform can be
closely approximated or synthesized. This means a greater variety
of switched components, magnitudes, or pulse durations from which
the output can be constructed.
•	 EMI Suppression---EMI suppression by conventional LC circuits can con-
tribute 20 to 40 percent or more of the total system weight. Solid-
state EMI suppression techniques should be considered for appreciably
reducing this large portion of equipment weight. This technique
could use switching or Class A operation of devices that will gener-
ate currents to cancel the EMI currents from the power conversion
switches.
5.3 POWER CONVERSION TECHNIQUES
5.3.1 Ac-to-Ac Conversion
There are two fundamental concepts of ac-to-ac power conversion. One is
the direct conversion from ac-to-ac (cycloconverter with natural commutation
to obtain lower frequencies, or cycloconverter with forced commutation to
obtain higher frequencies). The other concept is conversion of ac power at
a given frequency (or band) to ac power of higher or lower frequency via the
do-link process.
5.3.1. 1	 Dc Link
A do link concept is shown in Figure 5-I. It includes rectification,
do filtering, inversion, and ac filtering. System regulation, one of the
primary concerns, can be achieved by several techniques outlined in the follow-
ing discussion. Each of these techniques can use many different internal device
configurations for the controlled or uncontrolled rectifier, do-to-dc regulator,
regulated inverter, and ac-to-ac regulator.
1
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Figc,-e 5-I. Dc-Link Block Diagram
Most of the do link techniques can operate directly from do sources if only
do-ac conversion is necessary. The implementation of such a system would pro-
duce slightly higher efficiencies, reduced complexity, lower weight, and
increased reliability when compared wiv, comparable ac-to-ac conversion schemes.
This do capability also malkes the do link techniques attractive for instantan-
eous or emergency power systems. These systems generally employ batteries or
other do energy storage elements which can be disconnected, floated, or recharged
during normal system operation.
It should also be noted that the do link is produced with techniques that
should be considered if only ac-to-dc conversion is necessary. Although basic
rectification is fairly easy to accomplish, output regulation providing
controlled voltage and/or current can be achieved by many different configurations.
The optimum ac-to-dc system can be selected only by careful investigation of the
necessary functional requirements and the available characteristics of various
techniques.
5.3.1.1.1	 Controlled Rectification
Figure 5-2a indicates one of the more common techniques of do link power
conversion. The source power is delivered to a controlled rectifier which
provides, in conjunction with a do filter, regulated do power to an inverter
and ac filter. System regulation because of source and/or load variation is
compensated with the control established on the do link by the ac-to-dc converter.
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Figure 5-2. Controlled Rectification
This is true for a hybrid electrical system where the generator output
supplies two or more different power branches. For this, voltage regulation
cannot be simply affected by controlling the generator field because of
different load characteristics and varying operational modes of the connected
loads.
One possible configuration for such a system is shown in Figure 5-2b. The
input capacitors represent some input filtering that might be required to filter
and possibly power factor correct the effect of the phase delay rectifier (PDR)
on the power source, The PDR can assume many forms and would probably be most
effective in a six-phase form with the power source providing two three-phase
sets of voltages displaced by -30 electrical degrees. This would permit a rela-
tively wide range of control with a substantial reJuction of source ripple com-
ponents and the ripple due o the controlled rectification. The do filter can
be a single L-section circuit containing a series reactor and shunt capacitor.
With a high frequency source and polarized capacitors this filter can be con-
structed with little size and weight penalty. The output capacitors of this do
filter also serve to handle the ripple currents that may be produced from the
inverter when handling reactive loads. The inverter, most practically, would be
of a three-phase bridge without the internal commutation and device protection
elements (which assume configurations based on specific system performance
requirements). The inverter portion of this system may also assume more com-
plexity in the form of more vertical legs or multipulse placement such that a
lower harmonic content can be echieved in the waveform delivered to the ac
filter. The ac filter, represented by a series reactor and shunt capacitor,
may also be constructed with interphase reactors and harmonic traps to provide
optimum size and weight.
A system of this nature will generally be relatively simple and fairly
efficient. It will have moderate device requirements, and will be adaptable
for no-break power applications. The disadvantages of the system are the
varying power factor to,power source presented, the difficulty in producing
high short circuit currents, the high harmonic currents that may be handled
by the output filter, the conversion process that handles the power four times,
and the slow response time.
5.3.1.1.2 Controlled Dc Link
Figure 5-3a indicates a slightly different technique for establishing
control over the do link. The source power is delivered to an uncontrolled
rectifier which provides unregulated do power to a do-to-dc requlator and filter.
The position of the do-to-dc regulator can be either in front of or behind
the do filter depending primarily upon the type of regulator used and the input
power requirements of the inversion stage. The regulated do energy is then made
available to the inverter and ac filter. Regulation because of source and/or
load variation is compe • sated with the control established on the do link by
the do-to-dc regulator.
One possible device configuration for such a syster„ is shown in Figure
5-3b. The input capacitors represent some input filtering that might be
required to filter and possibly power-factor-correct the effect of the diode
It
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' rectifier on the power source.
	
The rectifier can assume many forms and would
probably be most effective 	 in a six-phase form with the power source providing
two three-phase sets of voltages displaced by 30 ele,trical
	 degrees.	 In aircraft
systems, however, a three-to-six phase transformer would be necessary to obtain
the two three-phase sets of vo] 'tages.	 For most.aircraft applications
	
it	 is
unlikely	 that the additional	 traft-1.1 	mer weight could be justified.
The rectifier is followed by a`8n- ta::4Lc regula` Mr--i%the form of a series
chopper.
	
The chopper can operate in several moi3es, the most `app44rable in this
particular system would probably be a fixed high frequency ve-0,able puts-ew.idth
operating condition.	 This chopper could be replaced with other types cf con-"---__ _4
trollable oc
	 links such as series buck and/or•-boQst systems
	
receiving power
from the source or bootstrapping power from the output'-t©^perrform the regula-
..,tion.
	 The	 regulation	 link,
	
in any ca5e•ou1d be a high-freque cy switching
system to achieve opti mum efficiency and wou
	
a	 include the require-
ment for do filtering.	 The higiN'T^,puency rr(^ulator oper 	 akes possible
a relatively small
	 do filter with which' -r— ^,c^o;e^h the modulated o`u"tpex, 9f the
regulator and handle the ripple curren-t a i.nv_
	
The inverter and
ac filter possibilities would be similar to those 	 in	 receeding
controlled rectification system.
	 These systems consist priMM*Av of schem s „
'to produce acceptable output power waveforms with stepped waves, pu 
ment,	 and filter connections which optimize si-z-e-arid weight.
cb'l`Y
A system of this nature will 	 gen	 es	 relatively simple anOLmoderately
efficient.	 It will	 have acceptable device require ents,
	 be easily adapta`a4 e.,_
to no-break power applications,
	 and present a relatively fixed power factor to
source.
Its disadvantages
	 include the difficulty	 in providing high short circuit
currents,	 the possibility of output filters handling high harmonic currents,
the fairly slow response time, and the conversion process that handles the
power five times.
Controlled Inversion5.3.1.1.3
Figure 5-4a presents	 a technique in which the source power is delivered
through an uncontrolled rectifier and do filter to a more sophisticated	 inver-
sion process which	 includes	 internal	 provision for regulation of the fundamental
component	 in the inverter output.	 The technique concludes by passing the ac
power through an ac filter to tie output.	 Regulation because of source and/or
load variation is compensated with the control established on the do-to-ac inver-
sion stage.
I
A representative devise configuration for such a technique is shown in
Figure 5-4b. Some small input filtering ) represented by the shunt capacitors,
might be required to filter the effect of commutation overlap introduced in
the rectifier. The filter might also power-factor-correct the rectifier input
power for more effective utilization of the power source. The three-phase
1,
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Figure 5-4. Controlled Inversion
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rectifier represents full wave recitification which probably would be
accomplished with a six-phase full wave system for	 reduction of do	 ripple
components.
	
The six-phase input would be generated by the power source
providing two three-phase sets of voltages displaced by 30 electrical
	 degrees.
A small amount of do filtering would smooth the rectifier output voltage and
also previde a
	 low source impedance for ripple currents produced by the inver-
sion scheme.	 These ripple currents can be produced by some commutation tech-
niques and/or	 inverter	 reactive	 loading.	 The	 inversion process would 	 include
an	 internal method of controlling the fundamental component'of the output
waveform.	 The most available method of achieving this characteristic	 in an
efficient	 system is that of pulsewidth modulation (PWM).	 PWM attempts to
produce output waveforms which not only vary in fundamental component but also'
contain a minimum amount of harmonics.	 One example of PWM is shown in Figure
5-4c.	 The choice of pulse frequency is usually dependent upon the available
characteristics of the inverter devices and the method of device commutation.
The placement of pulses and their width variation process	 is determined by
waveform analysis and	 implemented to achieve acceptable harmonic profiles over
the desired control	 range.	 Other methods of	 inverter output control are avail-
able and	 include such configurations as two 	 inverters with variable phase
displacement,	 step wave techniques with summation transformers or reactors, or
several	 switched do sources to produce step wave synthesis of the output wave-
form.
	
The ac filter	 represented by a series reactor shunt capacitor per phase
may also	 include shunt harmonic traps or	 interphase transformers and reactors
that combine various	 inverter waveforms to produce acceptable output waveforms
with a minimum of	 bulk filtering.
11
	
	
A system of this nature will generally be fairly efficient, easily adapt-
able to no-break power applications, and relatively easy to produce short cir-
cuit currents. It will have wide control range, and rapid speed of response.
The disadvantages of the system are the complex inverter and filter circuitry,
difficult inverter device requirements, possibility of the output filter handl-
ing high harmonic currents, and the conversion process handling the power four
times.
I
I
5.3.1.1.4 Controlled Ac-to-Ac Link
Figure 5-5a represents a system that delivers the source power through
an uncontrolled rectifier and do filter to an inverter. The outout of the
inverter will therefore reflect any amplitude variation in the source. The
power, now accurate in frequency only, is then delivered to an ac-to-ac regu-
lator that can provide amplitude regulation in response to variations in the
source and/or load. The position of the ac-to-ac regulator can either be in
front of or behind the ac filter, depending primarily upon the type of regulator
that is used and the necessary power requirements of the ac filter and load.
A possible configuration for this technique is shown in Figure 5-5b.
A!though not widely used in the past because of stringent component require-
ments, this technique may be considered because of the rapid development of
high performance power semiconductors. The power is delivered from the
source to full wave rectification and do filtering. The rectifier would, once
again, probably be in a six-phase form with two sets of three-phase voltages
provided by the power source. Filtering similar to that used on the systems
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Figure 5-5. Controlled Ac-to-Ac Link
previously described would be used to buffer the detrimental effects of the
rectification process and provide fuller utilization of the power source capa-
bilities. The do power is converted to precise high frequency power by an
inversion process. The high frequency can be generated at an integral multiple
of the desired output frequency. The inverter output is then presented to
a synchronous switching arrangement that synthesizes an output waveform from
the high frequency components. The use of high frequency reduces the size of
magnetic components and permits highly accurate output waveform synthesis such
that the ac filter is relatively small. Other device configurations that could
be used within this ac regulator framework include such schemes as self or
externally regulated output filters, static tap changing with forced or natural
device commutation, and regulating output transformers which may also provide
some amount of filtering.
A system of this nature will generally be reasonably efficient and easily
adaptable to no-break power applications. It will have rapid speed of response,
and wide control range. The disadvantages of the system are the complex switch-
ing and filtering, the stringent device requirements, the possibility that the
output filter may handle high harmonic currents, the difficulty in producing
high short-circuit currents, and the weight which is slightly heavier than
other techniques.
5.3.1.2 Ac-to-Ac Techniques
The second fundamental concept for ac power conversion utilizes techniques
that provide for direct ac-to-ac power conversion. The concept is shown in
block form in Figure 5-6a, In general, this concept will include some ac fil-
tering on the source, ac-to-ac conversion, and an ac filter on the output. The
techniques for this concept are rather limited and can be adequately described
by the conceptual block diagram. However, the device configurations that can
and have been employed to utilize this concept vary widely. A representative
power device configuration is shown in Figure 5-6b. The principle of operation
is to use multiphase high-frequency input power to generate lower frequency out-
put power. The output waveforms are constructed from sampling techniques
applied to the input phases. The rapid switching and source current chopping
generally require some source filtering to prevent damaging transients, commu-
tation, overlap angles, ripple currents, and poor power factors from interfac-
ing with acceptable operation. The conversion process from ac to ac is rela-
tively complex and, until recent years, placed performance requirements on the
semiconductor devices that were very difficult to achieve with the normal yield
of large production device characteristics. The output of such an ac-to-ac
conversion stage requires some ac filtering because of the distortion introduced
by the sampling techniques of waveform synthesis. The amount of output filter-
ing depends, to a large extent, upon the ratio between the input and output
frequencies. If the input frequency is high compared to the output frequency,
relatively little filtering is required because the output waveform synthesis
can be done with a fair degree of accuracy. However, with this high frequency
ratio and an output frequency that may also be high, the ac converter and the
source experience stresses due to rapid switching sequences and extreme voltage
excursions. Circuitry must be used to control these internal stresses and can
become so unwieldy as to obviate the apparent advantages of the direct ac-to-
ac, conversion concept.
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There are several other characteristics of direct ac-to-ac conversion
that must be eliminated or controlled to produce precise output power. These
undesirable traits are primarily related to the fundamental limitations of the
sarpling technique. For example, the zero crossing of the output voltage
waveform will depend upon the zero crossing of the last input sample of that
particular half cycle. Since this sample may be chosen to yield only the
correct amplitude at some time previous to the desired zero crossing a timing
error may be produced. When this effect is considered on a cycle-to-cycle
basis it can be seen that a frequency beat is produced that reflects the input
to output frequency difference. One method of overcoming this effect is to
utilize an auxiliary circuit that force commoA ates the conducting link precisely
at the desired zero crossing time. The remaining portion of the output half
cycle may use the natural commutation process that is available with the basic
device configuration.
The sampling error can also be reflected in an amplitude modulation that
involves the input and output frequency difference. The input (:omponent that
is used for one portion of the output waveform is not generally available for
the same portion of the next half cycle (unless the input and output frequencies
happen to be synchronous). Since another waveform will have to be used during
this portion of the output waveform a modulation is produced. This effect can
be minimized, of course, with a high input to output frequency ratio. Another
method of minimizing this effect is to create a greater number of input phases
from which to derive samples. This increases the number of active devices but,
since the load will be equally shared, does not appreciably affect the efficiency
or weight of the equipment. A multiphase configuration of this nature also
reduces the high frequency stresses that would have to be tolerated if the input
frequency were increased. For instance, the number of available samples could
be doubled if the power source were to produce two sets of three phase voltages
displaced by 30 electrical degrees.
Another internal device configuration that can be considered to minimize
both the frequency and amplitude modulation is an implementation of total forced
commutation capability. Although the attractiveness of the basic concept lies
in the natural commutation capabilities, forced commutation can be instituted to
overcome some of the disadvantages encountered in the naturally commutated con-
figuration. If the forced commutation scheme is correctly implemented the
flexibility of the conversion process is greatly increased. As an example of
this increased capability it can be seen that the system would not require an
input frequency higher than that of the ouput frequency. However, this increased
flexibility is achieved at the expense of complexity and device utilization
because of the auxiliary commutation -.ircuitry.
Between the natural commutation and forced commutation schemes there is the
opportunity for hybridization or blending of the two methods. Although these
hybrid systems generally require increased logic and sensing circuits they can
produce more efficient and lower weight systems with precise power capability.
The improvement is achieved because of fuller utilization of the semiconductor
devices and reduced power circuit complexity.
It can therefore be seen that optimiza:iun procedures can be instituted to
choose a device configuration that is compatible with practical semiconductor
Fi
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technology, source characteristics, and filter parameters such as size, weight,
and cost. This basic conversion concept will generally employ more active
semiconductors than a do-link approach and will require more attention to the
power source and load interfaces with the power conversion equipment. It can,
however, provide a lower weignt and more efficient systera than the do-link
concept if investigations indicate that the particular system under considera-
tion has requirements within the capabilities of the available techniques.
A concept of this nature will generally be highly efficient. 	 It will
have rapid response, a wide range of control, a conversion process that handles
the power only three times, and a slightly lighter weight than the other
techniques. The disadvantages of the system are the extremely complex device
configuration an! control, the pos-ibiiity of interference from source ripple
and frequency, the inability of the system to be used for no-break power appli-
cations, and severe device demands.
5.3.2 Dc-to-Dc Techniques
Although only brief mention has been made of the do-to-dc control and
conversion techniques in the discussion of the do link systems, this particular
area of power conditioning can become very important to a fully integrated
power system. It is possible that with the growth of efficient, low weight
control processes, the majority of the aircraft power systems will be concerned
with do power conditioning. With the technology and capability within grasp,
bulk do power conversion should be considered even for subsystems that require
close-tolerance wide-range power sources. For general purpose utilization,
chopper systems provide efficiencies in excess of 90 percent (approaching 98
percent at higher conversion voltages) and excellent weight per unit power
ratios when operated at reasonably high frequencies.
5.3.4.1 Dc Chopper
One of the most useful techniques of do-to-dc power conversion is the do
chopper. Loosely defined, a chopper could be any circuit that produces a dis-
continuous voltage and/or current waveform. To specify a chopper in more
detail requires definitive performance parameters. The specification can then
be used to choose the requirements for chopper performance. Representative
areas for chopper performance include:
•	 Function--step-down, boost, step-down/boost
•	 Power Flow—'unidirectional, bidirectional
•	 Operation--constant frequency-variable pulsewidth, variable
frequency-cc,nstant pulsewidth, variable frequency-variable
pulsewidth
•	 Commutation Technique--momentary shunt of the pass element,
load commutation (natural commutation) front-end interruption,
pass element control (device turn off)
r
In each of these areas there are many forms of circuitry that can be used
effectively. The choice of any particular technique depends primarily upon
the specific application and desired performance parameters such as minimum
output power, range of control, lock-up possibility, complexity, response time,
size, and weight.
Since do-to-dc power conditioning displays most of the high efficiency
and low weight advantages in do-to-dc step down applications where continuous
output current is a requirement, the circuitry .generally contains a "free-
wheeling" circuit to maintain a load current path when the main pass element
is nonconducting. This free-wheeling path and other chopper functions are
shown in Figure 5-7. Where relatively high voltage and high currents are
required a thyristor (silicon controlled rectifier) is generally employed as
the pass element. Chopper circuitry that is not closely associated with the
pass element or the free-wheeling path can be grouped as commutation circuitry.
This circuitry is primarily for the commutation or turn-off of the main pass
element. Hence, the turn-off characteristics of the main element (both inher-
ent and desired) are the single most important factor in determining the commu-
tation circuitry. The commutating circuit of high power choppers is a major
contributor to size, weight, complexity, cost, and losses. Any optimizing pro-
cedure should, therefore, place a great deal of emphasis upon the commutation
requirements and implementation of the main pass element. The versatility of
a chopper system can be seen by the following examples of applications.
•	 Continuous Operation--motor drive control, regulated power for
battery systems, load control systems, efficient low voltage power
from high voltage sources, voltage or current sampling in servo
loops, and pulse coded information systems
•	 Intermittent Operation--ultra fast control systems, program load
or source switching, protection of solid-state loads, synchronous
interruption of ac systems, and transient suppression due to load
or source switching
The use of a do chopper will generally be highly efficient. It will have
rapid response, wide range of control, a conversion process that handles the
power only three times, light weight, relatively simple circuitry, and capa-
bility of application to no-break and emergency systems. The disadvantages
of the system are the possibility that the system may require a relatively large
amount of input and/or output filtering, the necessity of tailoring the opti-
mum system closely to the expected load, and the possibility of lock-up under
some failure modes.
5.3.2.2 Buck-Boost
Where wide ranges of do control are not required, a buck-boost system
can provide an optimum approach. The implementation of the concept involves
placing a variable source in series with the primary power source such that
it can add or subtract potential to provide output control. Systems of this
nature are usually applicable in situations where a relatively limited range
of control is necessary (generally not more than t30 percent). A buckboost
concept becomes slightly more attractive where auxiliary ac power is available
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For use in the buck-boost source. A schematic of such a syste.n is shown in
Figure 5-6.	 Very little, if any, input filtering is required because the output
filt-:r also reduces source rip p le. There are many techniques for developing
the series source. Since this sou°ce is variable do any of the various ac-to-
dc or do-to-dc schemes would La acceptable. System investigation should decide
whether the unit should act only to add or subtract potential from the primary
source or whether it 0-ould be capable of both the buck and boost modes of
operation. When the system is operated in the buck mode (subtracting potential;
the series element becomes a power sink and must be capable of reverse power
flow. This may be an important factor in determining which techniques are
available for developing the series source.
If this concept is to be used to develop regulated power for do-to-ac con-
version equipment, then it is possible to use a portion of the resultant ac
output power a_ the auxiliary source of power for the series regulating element.
This bootstrapping of power can cause difficult starting sequences but is an
acceptable method of developing the buck-boost sou•-ce.
The buck-boost concept of do-to-dc power conversion will generally be
highly efficient, relatively low in the required amount of filtering, and
light weight. The conversion process handles the power only twice; the sys-
tem is relatively simple. The disadvantages of the system are the general
requirement for an auxiliary ac source, limited range of control, and diffi-
culty in adapting to no-break power systems.
5.3.2.3 Inversion-Rectification
When the application for do-to-dc power conversion includes a requirement
for high ratios of input to output voltage the inversion-rectification concept
should be considered.	 (This is especially true in the step-up direction.) The
do-ac-dc process first inverts the do input to create ac power suitable for
transform.tion. The transformer then acts to change the voltage to a level
where ac-to-dc rectification can produce the desired potential. This particular
system can be regulated by control of the inversion process and/or the recti-
fication process. Although both regulating techniques are acceptable, control
of the rectification stage can produce a more efficient and less complex system
unless the resultant do voltage is in the region where control devices are
difficult to procure and maintain.
This do-ac-dc power conversion technique should also be considered when
electrical isolation is required between the source and the output. Although
this type of conversion is generally characterized by the use of an auto-
transformer for low weight, the transformer can be constructed on a multi-
winding basis to provide electrical power that is isolated from the source.
A typical inversion-rectification system is shown in Figure 5-9. The
inversion stage that is shown is single phase but any inversion concept is
acceptable. Indeed, if low ripple is a requirement then multiphase inversion
can reduce the overall weight by reducing the amount of filtering.. This scheme
is particularly attractive in systems where appreciable amounts of ac power may
be required to service other loads. A single unit that integrates the power
systems to produce ac and do can reduce the number of redundant components and
inprove the reliability of the overall system.
I
a. Buck-Boost Block Diagram
b. Representative-Power Device Configuration
S-44166
Figure 5-8. Dc-to-Dc Conversion
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Figure 5-9. Dc-to-Dc Conversion
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Inversion-rectification techniques will generally be capable of very
high input to output ratios, providing isolated do power, auxiliary ac
power, and applying to no-break or emergency power systems. The system is
moderately efficient. Disadvantages of the system are that it generally includes
relatively heavy magnetic elements, has a conversion process that handles the
power five times, and has a relatively complex method of producing regulated
power.
5.3.3 Conclusions
With the extremely diverse capabilities of recent semiconductor power con-
version devices and techniques, the optimum system design is dependent on goals
and performance requirements. When these guidelines have been firmly estab-
lished, comparative investigation into the capabilities of various concepts,
techniques, and configurations can be initiated. Particular attention should
be given to the utilization of newer, high performance devices. These devices
make possible circuitry that achieve more acceptable characteristics than con-
ventional configuration: that, in the past, have been required because of
device or technological limitations. The power conversion optimization should
result in a concept that is carefully integrated into the total power system
to achieve maximum utilization of components and minimum interface difficulties.
5.4 WEIGHT DATA OF CONVERSION EQUIPMENT WITH CURRENT TECHNOLOGY
5.4.1 Weight Data
The weight of conversion equipment for a certain kva rating may vary over
a wide range depending upon the output power quality and EMI suppression
requirements. The data given in this section represent current technology and
i"
	
	
are based on good filtering and EMI protection that will meet normal aircraft
specifications.
To generate useful curves for the weight of power conditioning apparatus,
several assumptions must be made. The information contained on the curves of
Figures 5-10 and 5-11 has been derived based on the following assumptions:
'	 •	 Input leads from power source and output leads to load contribute
little to the equipment weight.
•	 Unit is constructed to meet reasonably high shock requirements.
•
	
	
Unit contains all the necessary elements to provide )mplete
conducted and radiated EMI shielding.
•	 A 100°C heat sink is readily accessible.
•	 Distortion should be less than 10 percent to ideal input waveforms.
•	 Output waveforms will be within 5 percent of ideal waveforms.
•
	
	
Operating voltage of the system is high compared to semiconductor
device forward drop when conducting.
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5.4.2 Weight Deviation
The weight of the equipment is not heavily influenced by the actual solid-
state devices, but depends, primarily, upon the peripheral apparatus such as
EMI suppression, transformers, waveshaping filters, device protective networks,
electromechanical contactors, and connectors. This being the case, the graphical
data should be interpreted as representing general power conditioning equipment,
Particular applications will deviate from these curves. The weight deviation
from the curves due to solid-state motor drive applications is severe enough to
deserve special attention in the graphical results. Since solid-state power
conditioners can be closely related to the motor itself and only a minimum
amount of waveshaping is required, substantial reductions of weight can be
achieved. The resulting weight curves for dc-to-ac, ac-to-dc, and do-to-dc
motor drive configurations are included with the general results.
In some special applications where the requirements for power conversion
from ac-to-dc or do-to-ac do not include internal transformers (either for
isolation or potential transformations), equipment weights are best described
by the comparable motor drive curve.
5.4.3 Application
To determine the weight of a particular system the following information
is required:
s	 System rating (kva)
•	 Conversion process (ac-to-dc, dc-to-ac, combinations, etc)
•	 System frequency (of each separate process)
With these parameters, the lb/kva at 400 Hz can be determined from
Figure 5-10. This ib s,:ltiplied by the system rating to obtain system weight
at 400 Hz. The actual system weight is determined by multiplying the 400-Hz
weight by the appropriate frequency factor obtained from Figure 5-II.
5.4.4 Examples
I.	 Determine the weight of a 40-kva do-link frequency converter with
60-Hz input and 50-Hz isolated output.
a, ac-to-dc; 60 Hz; 40 kva
(3 lb/kva) (40 kva) (2.3 fm)
b, dc-to-ac; 50 Hz; 40 kva
(3.7 lb/kva) (40 kva) (2.45 fm)
C.	 Total system weight
= 276 lb
= 362 lb
= 638 lb
r
f2.	 Determine the weight of a 15-kva do-link frequency converter with
400 Hz input and 60 Hz output. No internal transformation required.
a. ac-to-dc; 400 Hz; 15 kva
(3.8 lb/kva) (15 kva) (1.0 fm)	 = 57 lb
b. dc-to-ac; 60 Hz; 15 kva
(2.9 lb/kva) (15 kva) (2.3 fm)	 = 100 lb
C.	 Total system weight 	 = 157 lb
5.5 FUTURE WEIGHT IMPROVEMENT OF CONVERSION EQUIPMENT
The weight and size of the semiconductor converter has been decreasing
every year with the normal evolution of technology. It is estimated that in
1985 the weight of the converters given in Figure 5-10 can be reduced by
approximately 15 to 20 percent.
An area of promising weight reduction is the solid-state EMI suppression
technique mentioned earlier in this section. If the development of this
technique is successful, the weight reduction of converters is expected to be
as much as 50 percent by 1985.
i_
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6.	 POWER DISTRIBUTION
6.1 INTRODUCTION
This section presents some of the power distribution studies for this
program; gives important design considerations for the power distribution
equipment; and develops parametric data on the dependency .af cabling weight
on voltage level, frequency, and allowable operating temperature. The cable
load limitations resulting from both voltage drop and temperature considera-
tions are given. Finally, the distribution wiring weights for ac and do
systems are compared.
6.2 VOLTAGE LEVEL SELECTION CONSIDERATIONS
One way to reduce the distribution wiring weight is to increase the sys-
tem voltage. Among the many factors to be considered in establishing the
voltage level are safety to personnel, corona losses, insulation problems,
and semiconductor device ratings. These factors are discussed below.
6.2.1 Safety
For practical purposes, the maximum electric current safe for an average
man is a little less than that causing him to "freeze" to a circuit. The
maximum that a person can tolerate and still be able to release or let-go his
grasp of an energized conductor is called the "let-go" current. The let-go
ability will decrease rapidly with the duration of contact. Dalziel and
Massoglia investigated the value of let-go current for the human being and
have established a mean or average value of 15.87 ma for men and 10.5 ma fdr
women for 60 Hz power. The effect of frequency on the value of let-go current
has also been investigated and Dalziel's results are shown in Figure 6-I.
The let-go value of do current was also measured and was found to vary
from 83 ma (0.5 percentile) to 61 ma (99.5 percentile) with a mean value of
74 ma (50 percentile).
From Figure 6-I, it is established that do current is safer than 60 liz
or 400 Hz alternating current. The 400-Hz threshold let-go voltage (50 per-
centile) and reasonably safe voltage (99.5 percentile) were computed for hand-
to-feet and hand-to-hand pathway. A wet contact was used to indicate the
worst condition. These values are shown in Table 6-I.
The hazard of voltages in Table 6-1 would greatly change if contact occurs
at locations where the skin contact resistance is deteriorated by laceration
or other means.
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Figure 6-I. Let-go Current for Man asa Function of Frequency
TABLE 6-1
LET-GO VOLTAGE WITH WET CONTACTS
Pathway
Threshold Voltage Reasonably Safe Voltage
Dc 400-Hz Ac Dc 400-Hz Ac
Hand-to-hand 128
45 103 25.6
Hand-to-feet 62 ?2 51 12.5
The miniml:m current that is likely to produce a serious effect on the
heart is known as the fibrillation current. The values of fibrillating cur-
rent vary according to the shock duration. The 60-Hz fibrillating current
vs shock duration curve projected from the values obtained in experiments
to animals is also presented in one of Dalziel's papers and is reproduced here
as Figure 6-2.
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It must be stressed that, no current, however small, can be considered
as absolutely safe. Generally speaking, from the results presented in Table
6-I, a certain 400-Hz voltage has the same degree of danger as a do voltage
4 times larger. In other words, if a 115/200-volt, 400-Hz system is accepted
for aircraft application, then a do voltage level of 460 or 800 should be
considered as acceptable if human safety alone is concerned.
6.2.2 Corona
Corona is an audible, luminous electrical discharge due to ionization of
the insulating gas surrounding an electrical conductor. Electrical equipment
should be designed or protected so that corona discharge does not occur.
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6.2.2.1 Undesirable Effects
Among the undesirable effects of corona are the following:
(a) Radio Frequency Interference - Corona discharge current has component
frequencies over a wide band to 800 MHz and causes a serious radio
interference problem.
	
Besides, this interference is fed to all uti-
lization equipment through the power feeders.
(b) Insulation Breakdown - Corona discharge is the result of gaseous in-
sulation being overstressed. A further increase in electrical stress
will result in irsulation breakd€?};m and arc-over which is a fire
hazard. Ozone, a chemically active gas, it ususally released in
this discharge; many insulating materials and metals deteriorate
very rapidly in this atmosphere.
(c) Power Loss - A sustained corona discharge consumes electrical energy
and dissipates it as heat to the environments. This power loss is
undesirable.
6.2.2.2 Factors Affecting Corona
Some of the many factors affecting corona are closely interwoven, forming
complex dependencies which are not completely understood. The following is a
qualitative discussion of some of the. factors.
s]	 6.2.2.2.1	 Pressure
Corona breakdown voltage decreases with decreasing pressure to a certain
level in the extremely low pressure region and then increases as the pressure
further decreases. Thus, the corona onset voltage is decreased to a substan-
tially low value for altitudes above 50,000 ft. Paschen's Law states that the
breakdown voltage varies as the prodast of the pressure and the electrode
spacing. This is illustrated in Figures 6-3 and 6-4. However, departures
from this law can be large for nonuniform fields and very large or small gaps.
6.2.2.2.2 Insulation Materials
Corona breakdown voltage for solid insulations is much higher than that
of gases. Thus, corona in solid dielectrics occurs only in the air surround-
ing the solid or in voids within the solid. Various insulation materials have
different breakdown voltages. Figure 6-5 illustrates the change in minimum
onset voltage for several wire insulation materials and wire sizes.
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6.2.2.2.3 Temperature
The effect of temperature is similar to that of pressure because the gas
pressure varies proportionally with temperature. The actual effect can be
calculated by using the gas law. However, at high temperatures electrodes of
certain materials begin to vaporize and the corona onset voltage decreases
drastically.
6.2.2.2.4 Frequency
The corona onset voltage of a gap is approximately the same for common
ac power frequencies (50 and 60 Hz) as it is for the do voltage. As the fre-
quer.cy is increased, the corona voltage decreases. This effect becomes notice-
able with 400 Hz power only for gaps greater than I cm. It is more difficult
to insulate and eliminate corona for ac voltages than for do voltages. How-
ever, once leakage current is started, corona breakdown action on the insula-
tion is faster in do than in ac. Under some conditions, do corona may exist,
apparently without generation of RF noise.
r
r-
6.2.2.2.5	 Secondary Factors
Other factors affecting the corona onset voltage are the configuration
of the electrode, voltage gradient,	 radiation, etc.
6.2.2.3	 Corona-Safe Voltage Levels
Generally speaking, a voltage of 300 v 	 is considered safe from corona in
unpressurized areas	 of	 the aircraft	 in high altitudes up to 100,000 ft.	 In
the pressurized area,	 the minimum corona onset voltage for a bare conductor
is about 700 v.
6.2.3 Insulation
Dc voltage is more difficult to insulate than ac voltage. In do systems,
once a leakage current exists, corrosive action builds up faster since it is
not hampered by the continuous change in the polarity. Dc voltage is more
likely to cause wire fire than the equivalent ac potential, although do vol-
tages do not produce the heavy arcing at the fault as does the ac.
6.2.4 Solid-State Components
The forward drop of solid-state power components is approximately constant
regardless of the current. The weight of the component increases with the cur-
rent rating. Therefore, for better efficiency and lower weight, the system
voltage should be as high as practical. The PIV ratings of present day diodes,,
thyristors, and transistors are higher than the voltage levels considered as
safe for aircraft operation.
6.3 CABLE WEIGHT DEPENDANCY ON VOLTAGE LEVEL
For cables carrying continuous 	 loads,	 the size of the cable is determined
by	 its	 current carrying capacity and allowable voltage drop. 	 In general,	 large
cables transmitting power over short distances are
	
likely to be
	
limited by
their current carrying capacity while small	 cables of
	
long	 length are	 likely
to be voltage-drop limited.
When the system voltage is raised a given cable can transmit more power
over a	 longer distance.
	
If the same amount of power is to be transmitted for
the same distance, however, the cable can be reduced	 in size and an appreci-
able amount of weight reduction can be achieved.
The amount of savings for a particular change in voltage is different for
cables operating at different conditions; i.e., the limiting factor of the
cable, the ratio of the cable current to the rated current (if the cable is
I
	
limited by voltage drop), etc.
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6.3.1 Assumptions
An analysis is performed for a do system with the following assumptions:
(a) There is an infinite number of wire sizes. This means when the
cable is not limited by voltage drop, there is always a cable size
that can carry the current to its maximum allowable current density.
(b) The temperature of the conductor is constant. That is, the fact
that the temperature can deviate when the cable is not carrying the
rated current (voltage drop limited) is ignored. This means that
the resistance is not corrected for temperature variations.
6.3.2 Current Ca pacit y Limited Cable
The case where the cable is limited by its current carrying capacity is
considered first. The subscript o denotes the original system and the sub-
script n denotes the new system in which the voltage is increased. Symbols
used in the analysis are as follows:
A = cross sectional area of conductor
I = current in the conductor
J = current density
V = voltage
R = resistance of cable
P = V /V = ratio of voltages
n o
V  = allowable voltage drop
W = weight of cable
Since both systems must transmit the same amount of power,
I n = Io/P
and	 Jo = Io/Ao
I	 J	 AJ	 o _ o 0
n - PA - P A
n	 n
n	 o
or	
J	 P A	
(6-1)
o	 n
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The equation relating the cross-sectional area and the current density
can be obtained from the current density line (presented later on Figure 6-8),
and can be expressed as follows:
A = K/J2.83
where	 K is a constant
If the cable of the new system is also limited by the current carrying
capacity, the following relation can be derived.
A	
J 2.83
An = ( Jo)	 (6-2)
substituting equation (6-1) into equation (6-2) yields
An_	 1
Ao 	P1.545	 (6-3)
Since the weight of the cable is directly proportional to the cross-
sectional area (neglecting the insulation weight),
W
_	 o
Wn	 P1.545
	
(b-4)
The result shown in equation (6-4) is obtained on the basis that the cable
size is reduced until it is Just enough to carry the current I n at the full
rating. Since the voltage limitation could get involved, it is worthwhile
checking the voltage drop of the new system.
The voltage drop of the old system is
1  o < V 
loo
=g V 
where g is a fraction.
The voltage drop of the new system is
nn - (P^I R	 o —)	
V
n ,P g d3
(P1.545
 )
g 
V P0.545
d
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If the same percentage of voltage drop is allowed, the new limit will
be PV d' Since
I 
n 
R 
n
	
0.545
= 9P	 V  < PV 
it can be concluded that the voltage drop limitation will never be the
limiting factor when the system voltage is increased if the cable size was
originally limited by the current carrying capacity.
6.3.3 Voltage Drop Limited Cable
I When the cable is originally limited by the voltage drop, the following
analysis applies. If the new cable size is also limited by the voltage drop
and the cable cross section is reduced, then
IoRo = Vd
I nR n = PVd
R  _ P I 	 _ P2
RI
o	 n
hence
	
Wn = An - R 	 - I
W 
	 Ao	 R 
	 P2
(6-5)
The new cable might become limited by current carrying capacity before
the limit of voltage drop is reached, depending on the percentage of rated
current the original cable is carrying. The controlling factor can be
determined as shown below. Since the current and current density values in
the cable are not necessarily the maximum (or rated) value, the subscript
"max" is used to denote values limited by maximum permissible current density
due to heating.
I	 J
o	 = o	 = y
Io max
	
Jo max
J = Io = P 1  = Pi
n
TA-
	 Ao	 0
From equation (6-2)
A rr 
J	 2.83
A = L 
Jn max 
JIII	 o max J
I
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Original	 Limiting Factor New Limiting Factor Criterion New Cable Weigh
Current Current Wn = Wo
P 1.545
Voltage Voltage
294yP 0.294< I Wn = Wo7
P
Voltage Current
YP0.294> I
Wn - Wo( 
P)1.54
w we AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY
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substituting equations (6-5), (6-6), and (6-7) into equation (6-8) yields
in _ y P0.294 1n max
	 (6-9)
If the factor 
yP0.294 is less than one (which means the current density of
the new cable does not exceed the allowable current density of the cable),
the voltage drop will be the limiting factor, and equation (6-5) is applicable.
0.294
If -,lip 	 greater than one, the area A n in equation (6-5) is not correct
and must be recalculated, which can be done by replacing J n in equation (6-7)
by J n max' 
Hence,
Io	 y I  max 
A
ID Y Ao
in max = PA n - P	 Ao	 An = do max P T
or	 in max = y	 A 	 (6-10)
io max	 P	 An
substituting equation (6-10) into equation (6-8) yields
A
7 
 -_(.Y)2.83
0
	
AAn ) 2.8
3
or	 An = Ao ( P) 1.545\ /	 (6-11)
(.Y1.545
n	 o P
6.3.4 Conclusions
Table 6-2 is a summary of the analysis of cable weight depending on
voltage level.
TABLE 6-2
CABLE WEIGHT DEPENDENCY ON VOLTAGE LEVEL
i
I
t
When the voltage of the system is doubled, for example, the maximum reduc-
tion will be a factor of 4(2 2 ), while the minimum weight reduction will be a
factor of 2.92(2 1.545 ) depending on the condition of the cable.
The analysis shows that increasing the system voltage will reduce the
weight of feeder cables and transmission wires in the distributing system.
The weight reduction is principally due to the current reduction obtained from
the voltage increase, but is also due to the increase in both the allowable
current density and the allowable voltage drop obtained from the voltage in-
crease. Nevertheless, because of mechanical strength considerations, there
is a minimum size of cable for aircraft application. Therefore, it is desir-
able to change the system voltage such that a maximum percentage of load is
transmitted at or near the current rating of the minimum size wire. Thus, for
any distribution system, there is a certain voltage which results in maximum
average current density in the system.
Increased system voltage would also cause increased insulation weight,
increased danger of arc-over, corona phenomena, increased personnel hazard,
etc. In view of these problems, an optimum system voltage cannot be deter-
mined without considering the entire electrical system.
6.4 EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE
Higher ambient temperature reduces the current carrying capacity of aircraft
cable in two ways. First, it reduces the permissible temperature rise. Second,
it increases the wire resistance and, therefore, the losses. The resistance of
a copper conductor at 650 O F is 2.25 times that at 70 0F. Based on the resistanceI	 drop, it would take 2.25 times as much conductor (copper) to carry the samecurrent as at room temperature. At high altitude, besides the high ambient
temperature, the reduced air density also impairs the conductor current carrying
capacity.
The operating temperature of the aircraft cable is determined by the insula-
tion material. For continuous loads, the wire temperature must remain within
certain limits to avoid excessive aging and deterioration of the insulation.
For overloads of short duration, the temperature must remain below that which
will cause smoking or the emission of toxious fumes. Higher allowable opera-
tion temperature of aircraft cable is desirable since it permits transmission
of more power for a given size of wire.
6.5 PARAMETRIC INFORMATION OF CABLES IN EXISTING AIRCRAFT
6.5.1 Voltage Drop-Temperature Limitations on Cable Load
Figure 6-6 shows the characteristics and limitations of aircraft cables
for the present 115/200-v, 400-Hz system in accordance with MIL-W-5088C (ASG),
except that a 5-v allowable drop is assumed. The wire configuration is also
shown in that figure. There are two curves for each size of cable. One curve,
labeled "in air," refers to wire configuration with sufficient clearance be-
tween wires that it can be considered as equivalent to a single wire in air.
i
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The other curve is for bundled wires. The curved portion of each plot repre-
sents the effect of the voltage drop limitation on the power carrying capacity
and the straight portion represents the temperature limitation. It can be
seen that a larger wire can carry power at its rated capacity a longer distance
than a smaller wire.
Figure 6-7 shows the permissible current density and the weight per
kva-ft as a function of the conductor cross-sectional area for various size
wires. As a conductor increases in size, the ratio of the surface area to the
enclosed volume decreases. Since the ability to dissipate heat is a function
of the surface area, the permissible current density in the smaller size wire
is greater than in the larger size. Since the weight per kva-ft of the conductor
is inversely proportional to the permissible current density, it will increase
as the cross-sectional area of the conductor increases. In other words, the
smaller size wires can transmit more power for a given weight of wire than the
larger sizes.
6.5.2 Cable Impedance vs Frequency
The impedance of distribution cable depends on the operating frequency.
For large cables, the reactance at 400 Hz is greater than the resistance, even
at small separation from the airplane skin. At low power factor, the reactance
becomes the dominant factor in line drop limitations.
The cable impedance for the frequency range from 400 to 4000 Hz, based on
the inductance of a single wire with an elevation of 1-in. from the airplane
skin, is shown in Figure 6-8. The increase in resistance due to skin effect
was neglected. It can be seen that the impedance of larger cable is more
sensitive to the increase of frequency.
It can be deduced from Figure 6-8 that the weight of wires in a distri-
bution system increases substantially when a higher frequency is used. In
selecting the system frequency, the weights of distribution, utilization, and
generation equipment should be considered together. Higher frequency may
reduce the size and weight of circuit breakers slightly.
6.5.3 Ac vs Dc Distribution Wire Weight
To compare the main feeder weight of some typical systems, the weights of
100-ft feeder cables for 115-v, 400-Hz, 3-phase a,; systems of various generating
capacities are calculated and plotted in Figure 6-9. The upper curve is for a
3-wire system while the lower one is for a 6-wire system (two wires for each
phase). All conductors are considered in free air,and the current carrying
capacity specified in MIL-W-5088C (ASG) is used. A maximum allowable voltage
drop of 5 v is selected; it is seen that the 6-wire system results in savings
at large kva ratings since, as mentioned previously, the small wires for a
given weight have greater power carrying capability than the larger sizes (a
low kva with small wires, voltage drop rather than current car-ying capacity,
is the limitation). This is because with larger surface-area to cross-section-
area ratio, the smaller wire operates at a lower temperature for the same cur-
rent density.
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Figure 6-9. Copper Wire Weight vs System Capacity
Figure 6-10 shows cable weight for systems using aluminum wires. Although
the weight reduction is attractive, factors such as termination and mechanical
strength must also be considered.
The do system may require a return wire, as in the case of supersonic air-
craft with titanium structure. With corresponding system voltages (V dc' 2vphase,ac)
more power can be transmitted by a do system than with a 400-Hz, 3-phase ac
system since the ac system has power factor and reactance drop disadvantages.
Figure 6-11 indicates that the cable weight of a 300-vdc system using a return
wire is about 60 percent to 80 percent of that of the ac system for system
capacity in the range of 20 to 60 kva. If frame is used as return, the cable
weight of a do system may come down to as low as 20 percent of that of the
ac system. This is because the allowable wire voltage drop in a frame return
system is almost double that of a 2-wire system since the voltage drop in the
frame is relatively small.
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r6.6 STATE-OF-THE-ART IMPROVEMENT ON AIRCRAFT CABLES
There is a distinct trend with advanced aircraft towards smaller cables.
In many modern aircraft, nearly half of the cable weight is contributed by cables
o` size 20 or smaller. The development of lightweight insulation material is
important since the percentage of weight due to insulation in small cables is
greater than that in larger ones. In many cases, wire size is determined by the
mechanical strength requirements rather than by current density or voltage drop
limitations. For these cases, weight reduction can be accomplished by using
alloys with acceptable combination of electrical and mechanical properties.
The copper alloys give the least sacrifice of conductivity whereas cadmium-
chromium-copper alloy gives the best balance of mechanical properties and
conductivity. ',he mechanical and electrical properties of alloys containing
rare elements are very attractive. The high cost, however, limits their
use to applications where weight savings are extremely important. Aluminum
alloys appear attractive because of their substantial weight savings. Some new
alloys may permit the successful introduction of aluminum wire down to size 22.
However, the termination problems which have been the major drawback for alumi-
num cables have yet to be overcome.
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APPENDIX B
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM STUDY FIELD SURVEY
This appendix summarizes the findings of field trips conducted during
the second quarter of the study. The following organizations were visited.
LTV Corporation, Vought
Aeronautical Division
LocKheed Aircraft Corporation,
Marietta Division
USAF Wright Patterson Air Force Base
Navy Power System Group
Naval Research Laboratory
Pan American Airways
Federal Aviation Administration
Bendix Avionics Division
Collins Radio Company
United Airlines
SOLID STATE AIRCRAFT DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM (LTV VAD)
Vought Aeronautical Division is under USAF contract to develop and build
a solid-state aircraft distribution system. System concept was developed
which separates power and signal switching and utilizes solid-state devices
to perform all of the switching and circuit protection presently done by
electromechanical switches, relays, and circuit breakers. This concept
does not simply imply the replacement of all mechanical switches by so7ic!-
state valves, it introduces a new approach whereby signal switching is
segregated from power switching to minimize the number of power level
switching operations.
The electrical distribution system is simplified, and the number and
size of conductors are reduced, since power to the load flows through only
one device. This system consists of three solid-state functional modules:
signal source, control logic, and power controller. Signal sources are
single-pole devices that convert mechanical motion, pressure, or temperature
into a low-level digital signal that is transmitted to the control logic.
Control-logic modules are integrated-circuit gates that accept the digital
signals and deliver a low-power command signal (typical 5v 10ma) to the power
controllers. Power modules provide on-off control, current limiting,, and
circuit protection to power distribution circuits. Built-in test for signal
source and logic provide for automatic checkout within 8 sec.
The contract calls for design, construction, and evaluation of two full-
scale mockups of the A-7 aircraft. Actual weight savings on a model wire
a Rum AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY
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harness containing approximately 600 wires of sizes Nos. 20 through 28 showed
a weight reduction from 41 to 31 lb. Seemingly in contrast to this statement,
it was mentioned that the total installed wire length of the A-7 is 69,500 ft,
and so far this length could be reduced only by 240 ft. However, using smaller
conductor sizes, it is hoped that a total weight reduction of 30 percent could
be achieved for the electrical system, excluding generation.
The channel capacity of the A-7 is 20 kva with line current of 55 a. To
apply the solid-state distribution, concept to higher capacity systems of 40
or 60 kva, a major improvement in solid-state current carrying capability
would be necessary, unless an efficient, reliable method for parallel
operation could be devised. A new device capable of handling high currents,
utilizing a special bi-phase resistance material is in development by the
Hartmann Relay Company. VAD is very interested in the development progress.
Due to the present limitation in high current switching of SCR's, VAD
proposed for the VFX aircraft a hybrid distribution system, i.e., retaining
y	 the signal source: and control logic but using contactors for power switching.
The company hopes for an improvement of reliability of 9 to I over a
conventional system, with a reliability quotation of only 10,000 hr MTBF for
individual components.
VAD estimates that the solid-state distribution system may be three times
as expensive as the conventional system.
C-5 ELECTRICAL SYSTEM (LOCKHEED)
The C-5 electrical system selection was conventional because of time.
As in most military applications, the conformance to tight schedules was the
main objective. This applies also to system weight. Once a weight target
was met, little concern was directed towards further weight reductions.
The generating system employes 60 kva 8000 rpm, aircooled, single-
bearing generators, which weigh less than the 40 kva power plants used on
the C-141 airplane. Heaviest motor loads are approximately 20 electric fuel
pumps, of which 8 pumps are in continuous operation. Their rating is approx-
imately 3 to 4 hp. Two 200-a TR units convert the primary power to dc.
A relatively new application is the use of aluminum feeder cables from the
generators to the main power shield. Size gauge No. 2 was selected for the
long runs (approximately 100 ft) and size No. 4 for the shorter runs.
Considerable weight savings in the distribution sector were realized by
changing conductor sizes from No. 22 copper to No. 26 cadmium-chrome-copper
alloy, a new high-strength material. The PVC nylon insulation was replaced
with a thinner jacket of cross-linked polyaklene with extruded cover of kynar.
The new insulation has far better resistance to abrasion and cutting than
nylon, particularly during installation.
The concept of MADAR (malfunction detection, analysis, and recording) was
widely employed. The built-in automatic detection continuously monitors
w we AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 	 68-4.176(2)
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operations during flight to detect actual or incipient failures. The objective
is to reduce maintenance time to three to four min per hr of flight time.
Parameters of the generating system monitored include PMG voltage and exciter
field voltage. The application of multiplexing was limited to noncritical
loads such as the MADAR itself. Lockheed could not provide us with a detailed
load analysis and system description but expressed willingness to do so if we
obtain permission from USAF WPAFB.
GENERAL COMMENTS (NAVY POWER SYSTEM GROUP)
The Navy gave the following reliability figures:
•	 750 hr MTBF for CSD's on a fleet average basis
•	 75 to 100 hr MTBF for the total electrical system
The need for reliability improvements is self evident.
The Navy may be considered a pioneer in considering VSCF systems. 400
flight hours of a 40 kva VSCF (Lear Siegler System) were accumulated on a P3
aircraft. Earlier, a 20 kva GE VSCF was tested on a P2 airplane.
1	 HIGH VOLTAGE DC GENERATING SYSTEM (NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY)
}
	
	
The Naval Research Laboratory is conducting an in-house study to establish
modern do electric system criteria for aircraft, based on technological advances
to date and to promote systematic component development. The study is described
below.
The study will concentrate on defining a do system voltage higher than
presently employed and compatible with all system components, particularly
new generation of solid-state devices. This effort will stress:
The level(s) of system voltage(s) consistent with the capabilities
and limitations of solid-state components such as switches, converters,
and inverters.
The weight advantage of a higher voltage do system due principally
to a saving in transmission cable weight. This would include
consideration of conductors such as aluminum or sodium and multi-
plexing techniques.
The relative simplicity and potential reliability of the higher
voltage do system compared to that of the present ac systems,
particularly with respect to parallel generator operation,
protection effectiveness, and maintenance.
The significance of the higher voltage do system relative to
anticipated continued increase of load on aircraft electrical systems..
rThe first phase of this work will consider the 120 vdc system for which
significant weight savings have been established, according to studies dating
back a decade. The extent to which new solid-state components and brushless
generators reinforce these savings, enhance system reliability and performance,
and lessen maintenance will be superimposed on these early 120-vdc system
studies, p ith the object of logically arguing for the systematic and realistic
extension of development in aircraft electrical systems.
COMMERCIAL AIRLINES ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS (PAN AMERICAN AIRWAYS)
The general discussion started with power requirements for specific loads.
On PAA's existing fleet the heaviest single load is a water injection pump
carrying up to 550 gal of water within 90 sec to the engines during takeoff.
These pumps have an intermittent rating of 10 to 20 hp. No electrical deicing,
except windshield deicing is used. Communication equipment is relatively
insensitive to power quality, and the portion of highly refined and uninter-
ruptible power which is required mainly for computers is insignificantly small,
compared to the total generated capacity.
A newer concept of generating system configuration is the split parallel
system, which is also required by FAA. Although an all channel parallel system
provides a stiffer source, the split parallel configuration offers higher
reliability and assures continuous power during transonic traverse and automatic
landing.
Experience has shown that a good knowledge of the equipment condition
allows an accurate prediction when component, rather than system replacement
becomes necessary. With this concept, for instance, Pan American has reached
a figure of 10,000 to 12,000 hr MTBF on engines, which is three to four years
of operation (utilization factor:	 1000 hr = 90 days). The following relia-
bility figures on CSD's were quoted: 707 Fan Jet, old fluid drive: 2977 hr
MTBR, 3003 hr MTBF. The new IDG drive: 8417 hr MTBR, 9425 hr MTBF. The
latter figures are projected values and are not yet proven data.
The largest single trouble source is connectors. Most frequent failures
are intermittent contacts, high resistance due to corrosion, and troubles with
grip-on pins. Second to connectors in weakness are relays and contactors; and
third, wires.
There is also a need to improve the reliability of the generating system
and associated control, regulation, and protection equipment. This is not so
much from the consideration of reliability or unreliability itself, however,
as from the desire to define the operational status of the equipment.
In this connection, the concept of system self test was explained. This
concept is now in study and experimental evaluation. It is desired to auto-
matically test a system while in operation and record data as to system status
and incipient failures on a central computer. It is also anticipated to extend
this concept to a fleet basis in the future. For example, if an airplane were
enroute over the Atlantic and a particular subsystem status called for replace-
ment, this intelligence information could be transmitted via satelite communica-
tion and stored in a central computer. The computer could locate the closest
stored replacement part so that an exchange could be arranged on arrival of the
airplane.
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To ease the flight engineers' task, particularly in emergencies, where
human error is most likely to occur, better ways for simplified management
should be devised.
Among the suggested improvements were:
•	 Miniaturized illumination panel where, say 100 Micro-light bulbs
could be placed in an area of 4 x 5 in. to give indication of
circuit breaker status.
•	 Pictorial display of system conditions.
r-
•	 Remote control circuit breaker concept.
GENERAL COMMENTS (FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION)
The basic requirement on dispatch and operation for the SST is (1) dispatch
with one generator out condition, (2) maintain supersonic cruise with two channels
inoperative, and (3) land safely with only one channel in operation. The split
parallel system is required for the SST to assure maximum reliability for the
total generating plant and in order to prevent the occurence of conditions where
a specific fault or mismanagement could cause loss of all generators simultan
eously, the need for a split parallel system was established. The requirement
for this was primarily a preventive means to guard against mismanagement rather
than to protect the system against non-selective faults.
The FAA feels that cycloconverter development leads do-link development
by about 3 years. Both appear equally attractive. In certain aspects the dc-
link is superior because the ac before rectification can also be utilized,
lending itself better to the hybrid system concept. The cycloconverter
approach is lacking this feature because of excessive waveform distortions.
COMMUNICATION AND NAVIGATION SYSTEMS (BENDIX AVIONICS DIVISION)
Present aircraft ac power quality is quite satisfactory and for only a few
applications are additional regulating elements required inside the equipment.
The amount of ac power needed is relatively small; most of the power is
extracted from the airplane's do system, which has a much wider tolerance band
than the ac. Short power interruptions are not necessarily harmful, and a
typical transient protection for the do input is:
600 v I	 µs
300 v 10 µs
150 v 100 p s
80 v I	 ms
It was mentioned that the additional regulation for ac is necessary
mainly because of poor ground power characteristics (ground checkout opera-
tion). If do power could be made available with ±I percent regulation and
free from transient excursions, some weight reductions could be achieved in
saving the power conditioning circuitry now necessary.
68-4176(2)
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COMMUNICATION AND NAVIGATION SYSTEMS (COLLINS RADIO COMPANY)
Collins Radio Company is presently conducting an in-house study program
jointly with Boeing which aims for weight reductions. A new concept of
integrated avionics packaging is being evaluated. Collins was reluctant to
reveal details of this concept.
Table B-1 presents data concerning power supplies which would be required
to furnish a ship-set of navigation and communication gear for a present-day
SST airplane.
Collins is aware of the existing interface problem between power source
and power consumption for some of the more delicate navigation and communica-
tion systems. Electronics systems may be categorized in regard to their mode
of operation, i.e., normal or standby. They also may be grouped as to whether
they can or cannot stand power interruptions. The most stringent requirements
would be for equipment which is on standby and cannot tolerate any power inter-
ruptions. To this category belong digital computers such as for the autopilot,
i	 electrical control and stability, inertial navigation, air data, and AIDS. The
power conditioning and energy storage circuitry for some of the computers con-
stitutes two thirds of the volume of the equipment itself.
Aircraft-furnished power to the terminals of the equipment is, except for
synchros, entirely converted and refined to satisfy a host of voltage require-
ments needed for the various circuit functions. Dual ended supply voltages
are also needed for operational amplifiers, which necessitates do inverters
to obtain isolation. A typical voltage power level for control functions is
5 v, 3 to 5 a; 5 v to 10 a; and 5 v, 20 a. This is obtained from ac to do
converters having an efficiency of 40 to 50 percent (including regulation).
A number of the internal power supplies have to provide ±1 percent regulation
over the tem gp,^;ature range of -55 to 700C.
Transient overvoltages on the aircraft power cause less concern than
transient voltage dips, as they occur during heavy load application. Capacitor
energy storage for instance is provided on the autopilot to fill-in 100 va for
up to one ms. Power discontinuity up to 10 ms caused already serious problems.
The seriousness of the effect on short duration power discontinuity is partic-
ularly evident for the aircraft's automatic landing system, where the vehicle
goes through a critical flight phase and occurence of a power outing could
prove fatal.
Collins suggested that the use of 3-phase power for loads less than 500 va
might save lip to 20 percent in weight and size because of filtering reductions.
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SST Navigation and Communication Gear Power Supply Data
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COMMERCIAL. AIRLINES ELECTRICAL :YSTEMS (UNITED AIRLINES)
UAL has experienced an excellent service record with the DC-8 electrical
system. It outperforms more modern systems and is superior in reliability,
simplicity of operation, and maintainability. The DC-8 system uses brush-
type synchronous generators which require brush replacement every 1600 hr.
The voltage regulator is of the magamp type and all control and protection
circuits employ electromechanical relays. The sensitivity to nuisance
actuai 2 on of control and protection circuitry is substantially reduced
because the power level for control is one order of magnitude larger than
that required for solid-state switching elements. Also EMI problems are
effectively reduced. (It was mentioned that on several occasions, solid-
state protection panels on other aircraft have triggered the differential
protection during takeoff causing total loss of one generating channel.)
The reliability of relays vs that of solid-state switching devices is also
superior for the rare occasion of lightning strokes.
Generally better performance operation has been experienced with an all
parallel system.	 It is felt that the new FAA requirement for split parallel
is unjustified. In another respect the DC-8 system proves superior in provid-
ing for each channel separate zero sequence and negative sequence current
protection, which guards against unbalanced power supplied to the loads.
(The more modern panels do not incorporate this protection.) In addition an
unequal load sharing loop senses the total (apparent current) from each gene-
rator and shuts that generator down which supplies substantially more or less
than its share of the load (on three or more parallel channels). UAL feels
that no faults should go undetected.
UAL recommends the following improvements.
•	 Elimination of the CSD - expensive and difficult to overhaul
•	 Improved maintenance access
•	 Reduced number of connectors
•	 Annunciation of system condition for maintenance personnel
•	 Provision of circuit breakers for load segregation during ground
checkout and servicing
r
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APPENDIX C
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT OF A LARGE SUBSONIC AIRPLANE
AC MOTOR LOAD
System
No.
of Units Phase
Essential
or
Nonessential
Connected Load
W VA
Air	 condi',ioning 14 1 E 11128 11475
1 1 NE 17 21
1 3 E 1,280 1,600
4 3 NE 410270 491208
Galley 4 3 NE 1,110 11480
Flight	 Control I I NE 575 676
3 3 E 81230 10,038
Fuel I I E 311 518
12 3 E 10,200 171004
1 3 NE 200 286
Hydraulic 6 3 E 22,950 27,000
(emergency use)
Lighting Control 2 1 E 368 368
Pneumatic 4 1 E 184 232
Water/waste 7 3 NE 2,594 3,244
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APPENDIX C (Continued)
HEATING LOAD
System
No.
of Units Phase
Essential
or
Nonessential
Connected Load
W VA
Air	 conditioning 8 1 E 260 260
Galley 6 1 NE 3,360 3,360
5 1 E 625 660
1 3 E 125 132
6 1 NE 211000 21,000
(200v)
4 3
(200v)
NE 8,200 8,632
Ice and	 rain 27 1 E 4)574 4,574
protection
6 1 E 41020 41674
(200v)
Instrument I I E 270 270
Flight	 control I I E 155 155
Fuel 2 1 E 1,600 11600
Water/waste 6 1 NE 5,280 5,280
TRANSFORMER LOAD (INCLUDING LIGHTING)
System
No.
of Units Phase
Essential
or
!•ionessential
Connected Load
W VA
Lighting, 10 1 E 51941 51941
exterior
Lighting,	 flight 12 1 E 1,278 1,471
compartment
Li ghting,	 passen- 24 1 NE 13,277 13,277
gen accommodation
Light,	 service 3 1 NE 21051 2,051
Navigation - 4 1 E 190 208
Miscellaneous 6 1 E 6 6
T- R 4 3 E 4,295 5)754
4 1	 1 NE 1	 120 1	 122
APPENDIX C (Continued)
ELECTRONICS LOAD
System
No.
of Units Phase
Essential
or
Nonessential
Connected Load
W VA
Air conditioning 7 1 E 69 89
Communication I I NE 48 53
1 1 E 36 40
4 3 E 2,000 21222
Fire	 protection 6 1 E 20 26
Flight	 control 3 1 E 211 234
Fuel 2 1 E 154 182
Ice and rain 3 i E 12 15
protection
Navigation 41 1 E 3,002 31759
Pneumatic 4 1 E 64 BO
Engine	 indication 4 1 E 56 76
RELAY INDICATOR AND MISCELLANEOUS
System
°r
No.
of Units Phase
Essential
or
Nonessential
Connected Load
W VA
Relay 41 1 E "734 826
13 1 NE 192 217
Indicator 31 1 E 120 193
Miscellaneous 38 1 E 1,408 11615
14 1 NE 1,160 11200
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